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Montpelier is an official publication of James Madison University and
is produced quarterly for alumni, parents of JMU students, faculty
and staff members, and friend s of the university. The publication is
named for the home of James and Dolley Madison. Montpelier is
produced by the Division of University Relations and External Programs. Ed itorial and advertising offices are located at 12 Medical Arts
East, MSC 5701, James Madison University, Harri sonburg, VA 22807.
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Jerome Hairston's plays can touch on some troubling subjects,
but the life of this 1998 honors graduate is seemingly troublefree. Hairston leaves JMU full of promise - with the 1998
National Student Playwrighting Award and an original play
staged at the Kennedy Center

Ann Hess

The Chronicle of Higher Education

Montpelier Advisory Committee
Peter Miller ('95P, '99P),

Carol Almond Weber ('62)

Senior Editor, Expeditions

Director, Customer
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Mike F. Greehan ('78)
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James Madison University docs not discriminate on the basis of racc,color, national
origin, religion, gender, age, veteran status, political affiliation, sexual orientation or
disability (in compliance with the Americans With Disabilities Act) with respect to
employment or admissions,or in connection with its programs or activities.

ranks JMU second in the nation
among master's degree-level
universities for the number of
U.S. students studying abroad
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BIRDS,
AND LEGACIES
JMU has become the regional, comprehensive - and nationally recognized
- university that administrators envisioned when they began full-scale coed
enrollment in the early 1970s. But, as

BULL MARKET

always when men and women mingle,

Quantitative finance alumni are taking Wall

Madison's so-called "Great Experiment"

Street and other financial markets by storm.

has paid off in other, less expected, ways

Because of a unique undergraduate program that combines
finance and mathematical modeling, they're landing jobs traditionally reserved for Ivy Leaguers

COVER

NATION'S TOP TEACHER
Phil Bigler's students call him "Mr. Bigler;' but they might
as well call him "Mr. Big:' The 1974 graduate and high
school teacher received the 1998 National Teacher of the
Year Award in the White House Rose Garden
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ROM TIME TO TIME, the critics tell

us loudly all the things that they think
are wrong about higher education.

We're told that higher education spends too
much, that we aren't preparing the type of
graduates that society needs, that we aren't
delivering the information that tomorrow's
leaders need to succeed in the 21st century,
that we aren't offering the depth of knowledge that students should have.
Higher education is far from perfect.
There are many improvements that can be
made. Overall, however, the system of higher

education in this country - and particularly
in Virginia - has a great deal more right

and one that is accessible to the citizens

about it than wrong.

of the state.
There is, however, increasing demand

There are a multitude of reasons we
should take great pride in our system of
higher education. Higher education has

for the public dollar from many segments
of society. More than ever, public higher
education must be a careful steward of

provided, with great dependability, the educated work force that is needed by industry,

public funding.
We are taking those extra steps. Colleges

government and the professions.
Higher education is essential to further-

and universities throughout Virginia are
restructuring their operations to reduce

ing national development and economic
growth. It has done what other countries are
now successfully emulating.
We have established higher education as
a social investment, not a mere consumer
good to be bought in the market by those
who are able.

costs and increase efficiency. JMU has been
a state leader in this regard.
In addition, public institutions like JMU
are intensifying their efforts to raise private
funding to support continued excellence on
their campuses.
It is essential, however, that Virginia's

Higher education stands at the gateway
to all the major professions. It holds the

system of public higher education continue

preparatory key to the nation's many highlevel positions.

from the state. If this support falters, the
tremendous quality that has been built into

In this country, no other factor has been
the equal of higher education in its contri-

our colleges and universities will begin to
erode. We will no longer be able to compete

bution to social mobility. Starting students
where they are and elevating their status in

with peer institutions for the outstanding
students and faculty members that have

life has become a specialty of colleges and
universities in America.

created the basis for the shining reputation
of higher education in Virginia.

The American system of higher education is the standard for the world, and Vir-

I urge each of you to help higher education in its efforts to create a continuing

ginia's system is unquestionably one of the
finest in the nation, making it the envy of
other states. Few states, if any, can match

commitment to provide excellence in our
colleges and universities and to make them
accessible to the bright young men and

Virginia in the quality and diversity of its
institutions of higher learning.

women of the commonwealth.
You received a quality education at a
world-class university. Help us make sure

National publications consistently rank
Virginia colleges and universities - including JMU - high on their select lists of the
nation's best institutions.

to receive a solid financial commitment

that your children and their children have
the same opportunity that you had.

We have achieved that quality through
support from the top: Virginia governors
and legislators have been committed to providing the commonwealth with an outstanding system of public higher education

Ronald E. Carrier
President
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"There are very few under-

and $75,000 from the Merck

graduate colleges that have a

Co. Foundation. The remain-

facility like JMU's where

der

there is both a 200-megahertz

sources at JMU.
Familiarity with nuclear
magnetic resonance is crucial

Gallaher

says.

istry graduate Jeff Cross ('98)

Four colleges draw
together in chemistry
'super' consortium

conducted a similar "booze
analysis" using the new NMR
and presented his research at

A superconductor at JMU
-

with a magnetic core that

can erase a cassette tape or
credit card at a distance of 7
feet and stop a watch at 3 feet
-

has unified four area col-

leges into the Shenandoah
Valley Regional NMR Consortium

to

benefit

each

school's chemistry students.
The device, a
magnetic

nuclear

resonance

spec-

trometer, or NMR, allows
chemistry students at JMU
and those connected by computer at three other colleges
to examine the molecular

The $424,000 instrument,

the student goes on to gradu-

similar to an MRI (magnetic

ate school or into industry,

resonance imaging device)

Gallaher says.
"It's the most commonly

chased through contributions

used tool for organic analysis

of $25,000 each by EMU and

in industry and research insti-

and

tutions all over the world:' he

grants of $100,000 from the

says. "Our students need to

National Science Foundation

have experience with them'.'

Bridgewater

College

- Randy Jones
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the American Chemical Soci-

5

ety's national meeting last

M

D

spring in Dallas. Throughout
his last semester at JMU,
Cross also used the NMR to
collect spectra for up to 60
compounds for a textbook
chemistry

professor
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Frank Carey.
Students at Eastern Mennonite University in Har-

nmR
sampling
region

magnet

risonburg, Bridgewater College in Bridgewater and Mary
Baldwin College in Staunton,

structure of compounds, says

meanwhile, can connect by

Thomas Gallaher ('72), an

computer to the supercon-

analytical chemist in JMU's

ductor at JMU and run their

chemistry department.

experiments online.

A student, for example,

to a chemistry student's undergraduate education, whether

used in hospitals, was pur-

magneti1 aHra,tian

various

ment available with network
"That's extremely rare."

JMU's new NMR allows students like Jeff Cross ('98), right, "to acquire
good clean data" on the molecular structure of compounds. The NMR
"sample tube" (see diagram) conveys the compound into the "sampling
region," explains Tom Gallaher ('72), left, much as patients travel through
the central tube of an MRI instrument in a hospital.

fro m

and a 400-megahertz instrucapability:'

I

came

The university also has

can identify specific traits of

an older, 200-megahertz NMR

molecules in a sample of

still in service, though it

vodka to determine whether

lacks the power, sensitivity

the alcohol is derived from

or resolution of the new 400-

potatoes or grain. JMU chem-

megahertz unit.

UDEUUm
Ehombers

.......---uo,uum
Ehombers

Gallaher likens the NMR magnet to a thermos bottle in design. The instrument
consists of three chambers, one inside the other. The outer cylinder is filled with
liquid nitrogen; inside of that is a vacuum "vessel," and at the center sits a container with a magnetic coil in liquid helium at a temperature of near absolute
zero. The result is a near absence of electrical resistance when the coil is energized
with upward of 60 amps of electricity. This electric current, in turn, creates a
powerful magnetic field that forces the atoms in the molecules of a sample compound to align with the coil's magnetic field. Each compound produces a unique
spectrum that can be interpreted by students at their computers.

deepest appreciation for the

business and technology" for

gifts you have made to JMU. ...

the CISAT deanship.

Your generosity has enabled

Ramsey has headed CISAT

us to achieve our goals and

since November 1994. Prior

fulfill our dreams:'

to that, he was director of the

President Ronald E. Car-

Center for Business and Eco-

rier closed the luncheon also

nomic Development at JMU

by thanking donors. "Schol-

and held the Kirby L. Cramer

arships:' he said, "provide the

Professorship in the College

JMU experience to students

of Business. He has been a

with sincere financial need and

member of the JMU faculty

outstanding academic merit.".
- Amy Laser ('87)

since 1973.
During Ramsey's deanship, CISAT moved its classes

To emphasize the importance of building JMU's scholarship endowment, Chrys
Peterson ('87) calculated the cost of a child's college education at JMU in the
year 2017 - $129,134. "Fortunately that does include room and board. Please,
keep giving," she said at a spring luncheon honoring scholarship donors.

CISAT Dean Ramsey
to retire this fall
Jackson E. Ramsey, who
has led JMU's College of Inte-

Peterson ('B7)
proves value of
scholarships

"By reaching out to a stu-

grated Science and Technol-

dent in need, you are setting

ogy during its development

an example for them. I truly

into a major component of

Chrys Peterson ('87), news

feel a commitment to give

the campus, has announced

anchor for CBS affiliate WTOL-

back to others because some-

he will retire as dean of the

one gave to me when I

college this fall.
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scholarship donors at a spring
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Toledo,

addressed

I

luncheon honoring them and

The gift of a scholarship,

D

the $627,254 in scholarship

she said, doesn't end when a

and with the continuing suc-

awards they made possible

student receives a college

cess of the new ISAT pro-

during

Approxi-

diploma. The effects continue

gram:' Ramsey says. "The col-

R

mately 140 people attended

throughout the recipient's life.

lege has stabilized and is very

I

the reception, including many

"When I tell you that I've

attractive to students and to

recipients who

helped raise $500,000 for

prospective employers. It's

were able to meet and thank

breast cancer programs, you

time for someone else to take

know that is your accom-

over the college leadership:'

N

u
N
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1997-98.

scholarship

their respective donors.
Peterson underscored the

plishment

an $18.5 million structure,
which opened last fall. Work
is under way on four more
buildings on the east campus.
Between 1993 and fall 1997,
the number of ISAT majors
grew from 62 to 800. CISAT's
enrollment is around 2,400.
- Fred Hilton

'Tm very pleased with the

needed if'

way CISAT has developed

s

from a modular building into

also:'

Peterson

Executive Vice President

importance of giving to JMU

said. "When I tell you that I've

Linwood H. Rose says CISAT's

by talking about the tremen-

helped more than 100 foster

computer science program

dous impact two scholarships

children in my community

director, Charles W. Reynolds,

she received as a student have

find adoptive homes, that's

has been named interim dean.

JMU President Ronald E.

After a new president is cho-

Carrier challenged the univer-

sen for the university, a search

sity's 2,100 spring graduates to

will be held for a new dean.

follow one of his life's lessons

had on her life.

your accomplishment too."

Carrier gives grads
advice for life

"Every bit as important as

JMU Foundation Minor-

the money, to me, was the

ity Student Scholarship recipi-

message I received with those

ent Shavonta Green ('99)

JMU President Ronald E.

and to "dream dreams worth

scholarships - that someone

spoke on behalf of all JMU

Carrier says that Ramsey has

dreaming" when he spoke at

believed in me and my abili-

scholarship recipients. She

provided "the perfect blend

commencement exercises Sat-

ties for the future:' she said.

said, "I want to express my

of expertise in academics,

urday, May 9.

Carrier, who has announced

"I hope for me and for all

in 1995-96, the most recent

that he will step down from

of you;' Carrier said, "that we

year that statistics are avail-

the presidency by the end of

are judged as people who

able. The increase continues a

1998 after 27 years in the

transformed everything we

decade-long trend that under-

post, told a crowd of approxi-

touched

something

scores "the growing impor-

mately 14,000 in Bridgeforth

finer, worthier, more useful.

tance that young Americans

Stadium that he felt a special

Good luck:'

now place on gaining inter-

into

- Janet Smith ('81)

tie with the class of 1998 as he

national experience."

prepared to participate in his
final spring commencement
as president.
"Just as it is a special time

"Students see the career

JfflU ranks se[and
nationally in
students abroad

advantage to cite a serious
international experience as

Mr. and Mrs. Peter T. Coe
Stuart, Va.
School of Art and Art History
Madisonians
Duke Club

JMU moved up five notches

portfolio;' says Bethany S.

Carrier, who has been part of

to second place nationally

Oberst, executive director of

more than 100 commence-

among master's degree-level

JMU's Office of International

ment ceremonies. ''And we

universities for the number

Education. For today's stu-

have more in common than

of U.S. students who include

dents, international commu-

our love for }MU. Both you

academic credit-earning study

nication and transportation,

and I are entering a new stage

outside the United States in

and greater flexibility and ease

in life and, like you, I'm filled

their college careers.

of crossing borders are "every-

"Keep your vision and

In its Dec. 12 issue, The

day occurrences;' says Oberst,

Chronicle of Higher Education

whose office advises students

your dreams out there guid-

reported JMU's 391 students,

ing you all the time;' Carrier

or 3.3 percent of its enroll-

interested in foreign study.
In JMU's annual freshman

said. "Don't let what other

ment who participated in

survey, 44 percent of freshmen

people say determine your

study-abroad programs m

said they wanted to include an

course, and always move on

1995-96, ranked just behind

international experience m

with your dream.

the University of St. Thomas,

their college career.

"If I had listened to the
naysayers,

this

institution

which sent 410, or 4 percent,
of its students abroad.
The

weekly

JMU students and professors who have had foreign

newspaper

study and teaching experi-

the years as it has today;'

reported a 5. 7 percent increase

ences encourage students to

Carrier said. "There would be

nationwide in U.S. students

take

no arboretum, no nationally

studying in foreign countries

abroad programs.

would not have evolved over

James Madison University
extends its sincere thanks to
the following donors for making a difference at the university. As of April 30, 1998, these
friends made charitable gifts
of $25,000 or more. Their
charitable contributions help
]MU increase and maintain
its margin of excellence in the
higher education of its students.

part of their undergraduate

for you, it is also for me;' said

with conflicting feelings.

'""'""

Excellence

advantage

of study-

recognized marching band,

GTE Telephone South
Mechanicsville, Va.
Work force Education and
Technology

Lt. Col. and Mrs.
Ray Hoffman
Williamsburg, Va.
Hoffman Scholarship

Mr.and Mrs.
Charles W. Wampler

7

Harrisonburg, Va.
Carrier Library
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"They bring out their
enthusiasm in the classroom;'

s
u

says Oberst. "It's contagious.

M
M

"JMU made a commitment
m the late '70s in international education;' Oberst says,
"to ensure an academically
rigorous program, to make
the curriculum 'site-specific'
and link programs to the loca-

no athletic program, no uni-

tion, to develop the faculty-

versity status, no national

in-residence program, so that

reputation for excellence, no

the university's programs in

CI SAT [College of Integrated

international education would

Science and Technology J.

be of high qualitY:'

"I wish for James Madison

Today,

JMU

sponsors

University that it will con-

international experiences in

tinue its goal of unrelenting

more than 25 cities and coun-

search of excellence in all of
its endeavors;' he said.

In 1995-96, 391 or 3.3 percent ofJMU's enrollment incorporated an international experience into their college education. "Students at the university start to
think about the world, are curious about the world, and they want to learn," says
Bethany S. Oberst, executive director ofJMU's Office of International Education.
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tries and coordinates with
other institutions at additional locations.

-CindyMooy
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Raleigh

Expedition,

adventure-packed

an

project

for youth worldwide. His

Because of JMU President

family was nominated to the

Ronald E. Carrier's March

Guinness

Book of World

Records as the first family to

this year, the search for a new
vice president for academic
Roger Soenksen, chairman

cation and geography and

of the search committee, said

minored in Asian studies,

the group felt no decision

concentrating in Chinese.

should be made on the vice

graduating,

he

Carrier approved the recommendation and said Dou-

its first Malaysian minority

glas T. Brown, who has been

pilot. He won the prestigious

acting vice president, has

Sword of Honor as Best

been given a two-year con-

Officer Cadet-Elite Infantry

tract as vice president.
At the end of the contract,

Abdul-Hamid was a child-

the new president will decide

hood actor, beginning at age

the disposition of the vice

5 in a children's television

presidency.

M

workshop. He grew into a

s

young soap-opera star, and

N

at age 22 performed as host

a

u

of

N
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E
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s
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new president's involvement.

grabbed headlines for being

J
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presidential post without the

gapore Air Force, where he

Guards Brigade in 1989.

s

affairs has been closed.

majored in mass communi-

returned to his job in the Sin-

E

is

for Operation Raleigh.

After

M

announcement that he

stepping down as president

have all four children qualify
At JMU, Abdul-Hamid

8

AEademiE affairs UP
search an hold

Actor, Singapore Air Force ace and adventurer Mohamad Zakir Abdul-Hamid
('98) is JMU's first international student to graduate as a class valed1ctonan.

T

y

'98 ualediEtarian
is an all-around a,e

an

MTV-type

show,

Night Rage.
In the JMU communica-

The sky's the limit
far winning design
When

art

professor

William Tate received permission to design a ceiling in

tion program, he was exposed

the children's wing of the ren-

to the other side of the TV

ovated Rockingham Memo-

He arrived at JMU as an

camera and to American

rial Hospital, he passed the

accomplished military pilot

broadcasting. "I learned com-

challenge on to his students.

star

puter graphics and script-

Tate required his students

JMU, Mohamad Zakir Abdul-

hounded for autographs in

writing;' Abdul-Hamid says.

to submit design proposals,

Hamid was an all-around actor,

Singapore. He has scaled

"I was very glad to have done

and the hospital's architects

ace and adventurer. When he

the 20,000-foot precipice of

scriptwriting here. In Singa-

selected the design proposed

finished at JMU, he did so as an

Mount Kilimanjaro, hiked

pore, I usually got the script.

by Wendy Shank ('84/B.F.A.

all-A's college student.

the

This time, I got to write them.

'99). Her design transformed

Even before he came to

and

a

famous

forests

of

TV

Malaysia,

At the May 9 commence-

hitchhiked through the United

"If there is an opportunity

the ceiling into the changing

ment, the 29-year-old Singa-

Kingdom, and did military

for me to see and learn, I'll

colors of the sky throughout

pore citizen was recognized

flying in Africa, Indonesia

take it;' Abdul-Hamid says.

the day's cycle, from morning

as JMU's first international

and South America. He was

"You give me an opportunity

through night.

student to finish his study as

also chosen as an ambas-

class valedictorian.

sador to Chile on Operation

and I'll go:'
- Teresa Brumback
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THE GREAT ALUMNI TENT EVENT

1973 until 1978,
named dean of
student govern. He retired in
tinued to teach
t JMU. Memorial
can be made to
iel Black Student
formerly called
ent Scholarship.

Playbaak
The women's lacrosse team earned its second consecutive and third overall berth in the NCAA national
championship tournament in 1998. JMU used a balanced scoring attack as seven different players contributed in a 15-9 opening-round, home victory against
William and Mary. It was the Dukes' first-ever NCAA
tournament win. JMU lost, 13-8, in the quarterfinal to
Maryland, which went on to win its fourth straight
national title.

eer, 63, of Nash-

The men's indoor track distance medley relay team

ied April 18. Peer

placed eighth at the 1998 NCAA Indoor Track and Field

development

Championships in Indianapolis. The unit, with a time of

1978 to 1983

9:43.45, was composed of freshman Jason Long, junior

to become presi-

Paul Lewis, senior Bucky Lassiter and junior Russ

nited Methodist

Coleman. It's JMU's first men's relay squad to earn All-

for

Christian

ation, a post he
1.

America laurels.
Junior Bethany Eigel earned All-America status with
her eighth-place finish in the 3,000-meter run, also at
the indoor championships. She completed the race in

9

THREE GR.EAT TAILGATE

9:29.78 for her third honor. She's also All-American in

M

PACKAGES FOR THE 1998

the 5,000-meter race and as a member of the indoor distance medley relay, both accomplished in 1997.
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FOOTBALL SEASON

Lights have been installed at the JMU soccer/
lacrosse fields. The men's team will play six night

SPONSORED BY THE JMU

matches, and the women will play seven matches under

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

the lights, including a preseason scrimmage. The CAA

AND JMU DUKE CLUB.

championships will be played at the new Virginia Beach
Sportsplex for the next five years beginning this fall. The
women's tournament runs Nov. 5, 6 and 8. The men's
event is slated for Nov. 12, 13 and 15. Home Team Sports

• The Dukes take on the Terps on Labor
Day Weekend!

will televise each tournament's championship game. The
men's team has won 78.3 percent of its games this decade

• Get ready to rumble. JMU Dukes return
to Richmond to take on the Spiders in a
sure-to-be classic matchup!

to rank fourth among the winningest Division I programs in the 1990s.
The Dukes' wrestling team continues to climb the

• Cheer the Dukes on to victory as they
venture into Blue Hen territory!

national academic chart. JMU tied Brigham Young University for the second highest grade point average among
Division I programs. It's the highest rank ever for coach

• For more information see the ad
on the back cover

Jeff "Peanut" Bowyer's squad, which has been in the top

five each of the last five years. The survey is conducted by
If you would like to attend any of The Great Alumni
Tent Events. please fill out the registration form on
the reverse side of this card and return it to the JMU
Ticket Office. We hope to see you there!
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the National Wrestling Coaches Association.
- Curt Dudley
aint to complete
d above with art
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Raleigh

Expe

Meet old friends and make new ones. You'll havea
great time cheering on the Dukes!

adventure-packe
for youth worl

SEPT. 5 at University of Maryland

family was nomi

Guinness

Game time: 6 p.m. Tailgate begins two hours prior to kickoff. $35
per person; includes food. beverage and reserved game ticket
/$15 if you already have a game ticket)

Book

Records as the fi

OCT. 3 at University of Richmond

have all four chi!

Game time: 1 p.m. Tailgate begins two hours prior to kickoff. $30
per person; includes food. beverage and reserved game ticket
/$15 if you already have a game ticket)

for Operation Ra

NOV. 21 at University of Delaware

At JMU, A

Game time: Noon. Pre.game brunch begins two hours prior to kick·
off at the University of Delaware Ice Arena. $30 per person;
includes food, beverage and reserved game ticket 1$15 if you
already have a game ticket)

majored in mas
cation and geo
minored in As·

RS.VP. two weeks prior to the T-GATEls) you plan to auend
by returning the registration form to the JMU Ticket Office,

concentrating in
After

returned to his jo

IF YOU HAVE Q!JEST!ONS,
contact 1he Office of Alumni Relations at 1-888-JMU-ALUM.

its first Malaysi
pilot. He won th
Sword of Hon
Officer Cadet-El
Guards Brigade i1

J
A

Abdul-Hamid

M
E

hood actor, begi

s

5 in a children

M
A

workshop. He

D
I

s

young soap-ope
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Actor, Singapore Air Force ace and adventurer Mohamad Zakir Abdul-Hamid
('98) is JMU's first international student to graduate as a class valedictorian.

T

y

an

MTV-

Night Rage.
In the JMU
tion program, he

'9B ualedi1tarian
is an all-around a,e
Even before he came to
JMU, Mohamad Zakir Abdul-

to the other sid
He arrived at JMU as an
accomplished military pilot
and

a

famous

TV

star

hounded for autographs in

camera and t
broadcasting. "I I
puter graphics
writing;' Abdul-r

Hamid was an all-around actor,

Singapore. He has scaled

"I was very glad I

ace and adventurer. When he

the 20,000-foot precipice of

scriptwriting her

finished at JMU, he did so as an

Mount Kilimanjaro, hiked

pore, I usually g<

all-& college student.

the

This time, I got to

forests

of

Malaysia,

4703, Harrisonburg, VA 22807; or calling 1540) 568-DUKE.

gapore Air Fore
grabbed headlin

8

Convocation Center, James Madison University, MSC

grad

At the May 9 commence-

hitchhiked through the United

ment, the 29-year-old Singa-

Kingdom, and did military

pore citizen was recognized

flying in Africa, Indonesia

take it;' Abdul-I

as JMU's first international

and South America. He was

"You give me an

student to finish his study as

also chosen as an ambas-

class valedictorian.

sador to Chile on Operation

and I'll go."
-Tere.

"If there is an
for me to see

ai

,-----------,
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REGISTRATION FOR M

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ S1a1e _

_

_

ZIP _ _ _ _ _ Phone/_) _ __ __
E·mail _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I I WILL ATTEND THE FOLLOWING:
I O Sept. 5 at University of Maryland
I $35 X _ _ /No. of people auending) • S _ _ __
I $15 X _ _ /No. of people auending) • S _ _ __
O Oct. 3 at University of Richmond
I $30
X _ _ /No. of people anending) • S _ _ __
I $15 X _ _ /No. of people anending) • $ _ _ __
I O Nov. 21 at University of Delaware
I $30 X _ _ /No. of people anending) • $ _ _ __
$15 X _ _ /No. of people auending) • $ _ _ __

I
TOTAL $ _ _ __
I
I METHOD OF PAYMENT: O Check O Credit Card
Make checks payable to James Madison University
I We cannot accepl American Express.
I Credit card name _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I Credit card no. _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
II Exp. date _ _ _ _ __ _ _
I Name las it appears on card) _ _ __ __ _ __
I Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

L----------.J
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"I think mine was the only

Center from 1973 until 1978,

one with clouds;' Shank says.

when he was named dean of

She describes her design as

students and student govern-

being a literal interpretation

ment adviser. He retired in

of the sky, including clouds

1990, but continued to teach

that resemble known shapes

and counsel at JMU. Memorial

so people could look up and

contributions can be made to

imagine they see a cloud

the Lacy Daniel Black Student

shaped like a turtle or the state

Scholarship, formerly called

of Virginia. Shank says she

the Black Student Scholarship.

healing type of environment.
- Kristy Weeks ('98)

Rian[. Peer

secutive and third overall berth in the NCAA national
championship tournament in 1998. JMU used a balanced scoring attack as seven different players contributed in a 15-9 opening-round, home victory against
William and Mary. It was the Dukes' first-ever NCAA
tournament win. JMU lost, 13-8, in the quarterfinal to

national title.

Alan C. Peer, 63, of Nash-

The men's indoor track distance medley relay team

ville, Tenn., died April 18. Peer

placed eighth at the 1998 NCAA Indoor Track and Field

development

Championships in Indianapolis. The unit, with a time of

In memoriam

director from 1978 to 1983

9:43.45, was composed of freshman Jason Long, junior

lacy 5. 'Dan' Daniel

and went on to become presi-

Paul Lewis, senior Bucky Lassiter and junior Russ

was

JMU's

dent of the United Methodist

Coleman. It's JMU's first men's relay squad to earn All-

died April 12. Daniel was a

Foundation

America laurels.

therai:,ist at the JMU Counsel-

Higher Education, a post he

ing and Student Development

held until 1991.

Lacy Stratton "Dan" Daniel

for

Christian

Junior Bethany Eigel earned All-America status with
her eighth-place finish in the 3,000-meter run, also at
the indoor championships. She completed the race in
9:29.78 for her third honor. She's also All-American in
the 5,000-meter race and as a member of the indoor dis-

9
M

D
N

T

I

tance medley relay, both accomplished in 1997.

I
I

Lights have been installed at the JMU soccer/

lacrosse fields. The men's team will play six night
matches, and the women will play seven matches under

I

--

The women's lacrosse team earned its second con-

Maryland, which went on to win its fourth straight

paid careful attention to using
colors that give a sense of a

Playbaak

the lights, including a preseason scrimmage. The CAA
championships will be played at the new Virginia Beach
Sportsplex for the next five years beginning this fall. The
women's tournament runs Nov. 5, 6 and 8. The men's
event is slated for Nov. 12, 13 and 15. Home Team Sports
will televise each tournament's championship game. The
men's team has won 78.3 percent of its games this decade
to rank fourth among the winningest Division I programs in the 1990s.
The Dukes' wrestling team continues to climb the
national academic chart. JMU tied Brigham Young University for the second highest grade point average among
Division I programs. It's the highest rank ever for coach

Jeff"Peanut" Bowyer's squad, which has been in the top
five each of the last five years. The survey is conducted by
the National Wrestling Coaches Association.
- Curt Dudley
JM U and Eastern Mennonite High School students helped paint to complete
the winning hospital ceiling design by Wendy Shank, pictured above with art
professor William Tate.
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The neHt generation
Perry and Brooks on
the rise in the NFL
By Greg Abel ('92)

Collectively, Haley, Clark

His versatility added to

athlete, but he is proud to be a

and Norwood played in nine

his playing time. Perry is the

Dallas Cowboy and hoping to

Super Bowls and won

Dolphins' starting long snap-

help bring the team back to

championship

per and has also played full-

prominence after a difficult

rings, five for Haley

back. Last season, he started

1997 season.

and two for Clark.

four games and caught 11

"It's ridiculous to me how

passes for 45 yards, including

the media portrays the Dallas

seven

With

Haley's

retirement
prior to the

Cowboys and how they really
are:' Brooks says. "Every team

catch

came

in

a

November game against the

has players that have made

the

Buffalo Bills. Perry says he

mistakes off the field. When-

famed trio of

will forever remember the

ever I have friends visit me,

image of quarterback Dan

I make sure I introduce them

1997 season,
however,
Dukes

is

gone

from the NFL. But
on

its

heels

a

young group of
talented Dukes
is

Marino zipping the ball to his

to my teammates, and every-

outstretched hands. "It was

one is taken aback by how

the best feeling you could

real and

ever have;' he says.

they are. I am excited to be

eager to

Brooks was in line to be

continue the

the second or third wide

down

to

earth

playing here."
Of the transition from

tradition of

receiver for the Cowboys last

college to pro football, Perry

excellence.

year, but broke his right fore-

comments that the biggest

arm

difference is in the attitude of

10

Two
1996 JMU

during

a

preseason

game. The injury ended his

the players and coaches.

products

rookie season before it began,

"It's a job now. I'm not out

may have lots

but Brooks has high hopes

there on scholarship;' he says.

of work to do before merit-

for 1998.

ing comparisons to Haley,

At

"You see guys that get cut and

6-foot-5

and

215

you might not know who is

Clark and Norwood, but

pounds, Brooks is tall, lean

going to be active from one

have very bright futures .

and muscular, a prototype of

week to the next. I still love

Keep an eye out for tight end

the modern NFL receiver.

the game, but you've really

Ed Perry of the Miami Dol-

During his JMU career, the

got to work for your money:'

phins

Hampton native set a single-

and

wide

receiver

Another

recent

JMU

Macey Brooks of the Dallas

season

Cowboys as you surf NFL

touchdown catches with 14 in

tions is punter/kicker Nel-

1996 and twice tied Clark's

son Garner ('98) . Garner

single-game school record of

ranked sixth in the nation in

games on television this fall.
Not

a touchdown. The touchdown

After setting JMU career

school

record

for

graduate with pro aspira-

so long

records for receptions (113)

three touchdown catches. He

punting

ago, JMU

and receiving yards (1,283)

was also a regular in right

yards per kick in 1997 and

for a tight end, Perry was

field for three JMU baseball

connected on 13 of I 8 field

selected in the sixth round by

teams, including the I 995 squad

goal attempts. Although he

football

fans

could boast of three out-

average

at

43 .8

standing graduates grabbing

the Dolphins in 1997. The 6-

that won the CAA regular-

was not drafted by an NFL

headlines and NFL cham-

foot-5, 240-pound Richmond

season title and advanced to

team, Garner was scouted by

native

the NCAA South regional.

pionships -

defensive end

quickly

impressed

several and hopes to make it

Charles Haley, wide receiver

coach Jimmy Johnson and his

Gary Clark and place-kicker

staff and earned a regular spot

thought

Scott Norwood.

in Miami's offensive rotation.

ticket to life as a professional

At

one

time,

baseball

Brooks
was

his

as a free agent after signing
with the Baltimore Ravens
in the spring.

in 1996 and survived to the

ton Redskins during the team's

final cut but did not make the

glory years. Clark teamed for

team. The Montreal native took

several years with Art Monk

his game north to Toronto

and Ricky Sanders to give the

and earned a job with the

'Skins

a

lethal

receiving

team that has won the past

corps. After eight years in

two Grey Cups, the CFL ver-

Washington, Clark spent two

sion of the Super Bowl.

seasons with the Arizona
Cardinals and retired after

Legendary careers
came ta a 1:lase
When

Charles

Haley

retired in 1997, he closed a
Punter and place-kicker Nelson Garner signed as a free agent with the
Baltimore Ravens. He ranked sixth among Division I-AA punters last fall
with a ]MU record 43.7 yards per punt average. He connected on his last
eight field goal attempts, including one of 50 yards, one of 48 yards and two
of 47 yards to finish 13 of 18. He was named second-team All-Atlantic 10
punter and to the third team as a kicker.

playing in 1995 with Miami.
For his career, Clark hauled
in 699 passes for 10,856 yards
and 65 touchdowns.

chapter of championships

Throughout his seven-year

earned by JMU alumni in the

career, Norwood was one of

NFL. Haley, Gary Clark and

the NFL's best kickers and has

Scott Norwood put JMU on

the statistics to prove it. He

the NFL map with outstand-

holds the Bills' all-time scor-

ing careers.

ing record of 670 points and

During an All-Pro career

ranks second in team history

with the San Francisco 49ers

with 133 field goals in 184

Perhaps even more excited

Tiger-Cats in 1997 and served

and Dallas Cowboys, Haley

attempts. He played m the

11

than the players who make it

as the backup quarterback.

won an amazing five Super

1988 Pro Bowl, three AFC

M
0

to the big time are their par-

He completed 43 of 79 passes

Bowl rings, two with the

championship games and two

N
T

ents, who have watched their

for 547 yards and five touch-

49ers and three with the

Super Bowls.

sons realize the dream of

downs for the season.

Cowboys. Haley earned trips

He is unfairly remem-

On the defensive side of

to five Pro Bowls and is

bered for missing the 47-yard

father,

the ball, Kelly Wiltshire, who

widely regarded as one of the

field goal that would have

Barry, says he can still hardly

finished his collegiate career

most intimidating defensive

given the Buffalo Bills a vic-

believe that his son plays for

in 1995, starts as a defensive

forces in the game.

every player who has taken
the

field.

Brooks'

the Cowboys. "I just landed

back for the Toronto Argo-

Many JMU alumni watch-

back to Earth a few months

nauts. Wiltshire tried out for

ed the career of Clark closely

ago;' he says.

the NFL's Jacksonville Jaguars

as he starred for the Washing-

Bl FAM\

Bl JAM\

tory over the New York Giants
in the 1991 Super Bowl.

JfflU pros north
at the border
Two more JMU gridiron
stars are making a living
playing football in the Canadian Football League. With
just three downs and a wider
field, the CFL game is ideal
for former JMU quarterback
Mike Cawley. An agile player

with a great arm, Cawley
signed with the Hamilton

--

Bl JAM\
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1998 NATIONAL TEACHER OF THE YEAR PHIL BIGLER ('74) TURNS LEARNING HISTORY INTO A HUMAN EXPERIENCE BY MAKING HIS STUDENTS
RECREATE EVENTS AND THINK AND FEEL LIKE PEOPLE FROM THE PAST.
Photos by Tyler Mallory

balls of his feet, grins and rocks back. His

layers of judges and selection committees

hands clutch the sides of his classroom lec-

who this year singled him out as the best in

ture podium, and soon both podium and

the country.

teacher begin to rock in time to his history

On April 24, Bigler received the 1998

lesson. His energy and passion just cannot

National Teacher of the Year Award from

be contained when he's teaching.

President Bill Clinton in the White House

Bigler's classroom style demonstrates a

Rose Garden. On hand were Secretary of

joy of teaching and for history that delights

Education Richard Riley, Sen. Chuck Robb

and fascinates his students at Thomas

and other dignitaries.

Jefferson High School for Science and

In the midst of the media whirlwind

BIGLER ('74/M.Ed. '76) just can't

Technology in Fairfax County. His tech-

that landed Bigler in major newspapers

stand still. As he talks, his arms wave

nique and success have impressed col-

across the country, on Good Morning,

around his body like a camper swatting at a

leagues for years. And the academic rigor

America and The Late Show with David Let-

flock of mosquitoes. He rocks up on the

he demands of his students captivated the

terman, Bigler took a moment to write a

RrL

when he's reaching,

Phil Bigler gestures
passionately from his
lectern and listens just
as intensely to his sru-

------------------------.f..-----------------------note to Sister Mary Josephine, his eighth-

As the 1998 National Teacher of the

grade teacher at Sacred Heart School in

Year, Bigler will spend the coming academic

Jacksonville, Fla.

year on leave from Thomas Jefferson, a

"Intellectual rigor;' he answered. "That's
why I'm in it!'

"I wanted to be sure she was aware that

highly selective school that specializes in

W,HLE BIGLER PRAISES public edu-

she is the one responsible for me being in

science and technology. He will travel the

cation as "the hope of this nation;' he

this position;' Bigler told Paul Bradley of the

country and speak to audiences about

bemoans an attitude that he says is permeat-

Richmond Times-Dispatch. "She inspired me

teaching and education.

ing society. "I think people are becoming

to love learning. To follow in her footsteps

"It really is an honor to represent the

lazy,' Bigler says. "Today, communication has

and help young people in the same way I

teaching profession;' Bigler told the Rich-

advanced to such a degree that people can

was helped is both a privilege and an honor!'

mond Times-Dispatch. "I think teachers are

be very passive and get a high degree of sen-

the most important people in our society.

sory stimulation" through countless hours of

My message will be that there are a lot of

television, computer games and surfing the

good things going on in public schools."

Internet. "There's no academic discipline.

ONE

OF THOUSANDS of teachers that

JMU has sent into the classroom, Bigler told
Harrisonburg's Daily News-Record that it

Each stage of the awards selection

was at Madison that "I was really inspired to

process put Bigler's personal and professional

teach!' He in turn has sent some of his stu-

philosophies to the test. At one point, he

demands that his students get involved in

dents back to JMU.

was asked to choose the thing most impor-

their own education. His is not a lecture

tant to him as a teacher.

course; it's a group effort in which students

Watching TV doesn't replace reading a book!'
To

counteract

that

trend,

Bigler

Phil Bigler's road m the
\Vhite House and the 1998
National Teacher of the 'rear
Award presentation by President
Bill Clinton began two rears ago
when Bigler was named teacher
of the rear

at

McLean High

School. After mm·ing ro
Thomas Jefferson, where
his wife, Linda. reaches
Spanish. Fait-fox
Coumy n;uncd him
its top teacher
for 1997. The 1997
Virginia Teacher of rhc
Year Award followed.
and in April the
Council of Chief
State School Officers
selected him for the
l 998 national award.

-
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and teacher share their research, ideas and

Movement and listened to former Washing-

conclusions. Far from a dry roll call of dis-

ton Post Managing Editor Ben Bradlee recall

connected facts, Bigler's natural storytelling

his newspaper's breaking of the Watergate

brings to life the people, dates and places of

story. Last spring, they learned about World

history and etches them in the memories of

War II by interviewing veterans at the

his students.

Soldiers/Airmen Home in Washington,

His resources are whatever he can get his
hands on -

D.C., and then writing and performing

from his own encyclopedic

fictional plays based on those interviews. In

memory to multimedia technology, com-

the process, students begin to understand

puter simulations, newspapers, the Internet,

history through the experiences of individ-

guest lecturers, field trips, and books, books

uals, Bigler says.

and more books.

IN

"I always hated history;' admits Sarah
Bowman, a junior in Bigler's Humanities II

THE HUMANITIES CLASS team-

class. "It was all dates, places and people. But

taught with fellow TJ teacher Sheri Maeda,

Mr. Bigler makes it seem so personable. He

Bigler's students have conducted mock elec-

makes it seem so much more real to us."

tion campaigns ofJohn Adams and Thomas

Bigler recalls a mock trial of a Supreme

Jefferson, complete with posters, slogans,

Court case involving drug testing in public

chants and speeches. They've debated pas-

schools that students at McLean High

sionately for or against women's suffrage,

School conducted. "The students all of the

held mock constitutional conventions, and

sudden became lawyers. They found out the

argued the intricacies of constitutional law

importance of preparation. One of the

in mock trials. In each of these simulations,

things they learn is there is always more to

students were forced to research their sub-

learn about a topic ... more books to read,

jects so thoroughly that they could under-

more research to do!'

stand not only the issues but the passions

Through

such

active,

hands-on

and personalities of the past. "We had to be

approaches to education, "students even-

these people;' says Thomas Jefferson junior

tually become responsible for their own

Katelyn Shearer. "We had to think like these

learning. If they are doing the research, they

people would have thought."

have a vested interest in it;' Bigler says.

The team of Maeda and Bigler weave
history with literature, architecture, science

"They actually take ownership of a
particular issue!'

and philosophy to create a tapestry of civi-

So much so that his students stood on

lization. "Everything is always connected;'

their desks and screamed during a com-

Shearer says.

puter simulation of the Kennedy-Nixon

Students examined

Martin

Luther

presidential race of 1960.

King's persuasive Letter from Birmingham

"It was emotionally draining for the

Jail as part of their study of the Civil Rights

kids;' he says. "But those kids know the elec-

----------.f .-----------------------toral college system better than most Ameri-

As a humanities teacher in a competi-

cans do." And they and others who have

tive school that pulls the most talented sci-

taken Bigler's classes aren't likely to forget

ence and technology students from the

what they've learned.

Northern Virginia area, Bigler finds that the

"I've had kids who will come up to me

value of a historical perspective is a point he

years later and be able to talk to me about

must continually sell. His students are the

ancient Greece -

or the alliance structure

scientists of tomorrow. But Bigler believes

of World War I. Or Bosnia of 1914:' he says.

that their scientific and technological

Those students have a real grasp of the cen-

expertise must be balanced.

turies' old hatred and conflict that have

"A lot of times people do things in the

fueled the ongoing strife in the Balkans. "In

scientific communities because they can,

truth, I wish some of the people making

but they never ask if they should:' he says.

policy understood that. They just don't have

"We try to show them that what humanities

that historical perspective."

gives them is judgment:'
History also does a great job of show-

B IGLER'S SENSE of the importance of

ing his students both the benefits and pit-

historical perspective was shaped, in part,

falls of technology. While technology cer-

by the faculty of JMU's history department

tainly can and does benefit mankind, it also

in the early 1970s. "It's amazing how dedi-

"fueled the two world wars:' Bigler notes.

cated and enlightened [the history depart-

"I've told students that they are the inheri-

ment faculty] were:' Bigler says. "These
guys taught history as something vital
to your humanitf'

tors of Aristotle, Plato, Aquinas:'
He passionately believes that it's not
just important that students know and

He carries on the tradition. "His-

understand the past that shapes our civi-

tory is not a predictor of the future,

lization today. They also must appreciate it.

but it gives you a better sense of

''I've always believed that civilization can

where we're going:' he says.

disappear in a generation:'

Bigler puts his teaching philosophy into practice
during a spring field trip to Anrict1m and Gerrrsburg:
To give history a human feel, Bigler's students (mp) simulate the Confederate charge against a Union gun emplacement ar
De,·il's Den; (middle) recreate the 4th Alabama's charge up Little Round Top;
and (bottom) receive instruction on the intricacies of Bring a Civil \Var cannon.
Later, an artille\\' crew mans the gun and attempts to simulate firing it in the
face of an enemr art1ck, which is what the top phoro also shows.

------------------------.+ .-----------------------A

VETERAN TEACHER with two

now have to be public relations experts. The

nents, and Bigler is convinced that technol-

decades in public education under his belt,

schools have to take an active interest in

ogy, when used creatively, can and does

Bigler also served as the historian for Arling-

promoting what's going on in schools today:'

enhance teaching- even when his high-

ton National Cemetery from 1983 to 1985.

Bigler also believes that school systems

tech students at TJ must bail

He has four books to his credit, including In

need to go beyond the basics -

Honored Glory: Arlington National Cemetery,

ing supplemental reading to take students

mishaps.

the Final Post, a history of the nation's most

far beyond textbooks, additional art in the

imagine doing the

prominent cemetery; Washington in Focus:

schools, more field trips that promote

same lessons year

A Photographic History of the Nation's Capital;

hands-on learning, and the resources to

in and year out.

and Failing Grades: A Teacher's Report Card

provide and maintain innovative technol-

So I am always

on American Education.

ogy in the schools.

looking for new

outstand-

him out of mechanical
"I

can't

His latest book, Hostile Fire: The Life

But perhaps most importantly, Bigler

and Death of Lt. Sharon A. Lane, does what

says, "teachers must believe that their sub-

Bigler does best -

it tells a story. In this

ject matter is important. They must love

case, it's the story of the only American

what they're doing, believe in what they're

THANKFUL I am not

servicewoman to be killed in Vietnam as a

doing:' If they do, that enthusiasm and

the same teacher that

direct result of enemy fire.

desire to learn rubs off on their students.

was in 1975 when I began;'

things to try."

AM

Bigler earned a bachelor of arts degree

Bigler also is passionate about the

in history from JMU in 1974 and a master

notion that learning is a lifelong quest and

of it is that I am excited by my subject

of education degree with a concentration in

that teachers can gain much from the

and by learning. I think that is why I still

secondary education/history two years

insights, observations and research of their

love teaching."

later. He also has a master's degree in Amer-

students and by breaking free from routines.

He also is excited and optimistic about

ican studies from the College of William

"Every day I go to class, I expect to learn

the future of public education. He calls the

and Mary.

something;' Bigler says. 'Tm a teacher-

strides public education has made in the

With philosophical humbleness, Bigler

learner, not just an imparter of information:'

last 150 years "remarkable;' and is con-

extends his most recent teaching accolades

To stay fresh, Bigler does what he

vinced that "kids today have greater aca-

to the thousands of other teachers in Amer-

believes all who are serious about learning

ica who believe that education should be

must do: Read. "I try to devote at least

But he tempers his optimism with real-

more than test scores and grades; that,

one hour per night to just reading. It

ity. "What we have to do is make education

instead, it should be a foundation for life.

increases my knowledge base and makes

a virtue:' Bigler says. "We need to glorify our

"We don't take into consideration the mira-

me a better teacher."

students who excel academically as much as

cles that happen every day in public education:' Bigler says.

There's nothing more frustrating for

Bigler says. "The long and short

demic potential than 25 years ago."

we glorify those who excel in athletics.

Bigler than to see teachers who have stag-

"Being a teacher is a noble profession;'

That's true, in part, because "unfortu-

nated. So he is not one to shy away from

Bigler says. His students and colleagues will

nately, the talented teacher who is working

new technology and innovation. His classes

tell you that in a profession of largely unrecog-

hard doesn't make the press. I think teachers

are known for their multimedia compo-

nized heroes, Phil Bigler is nobility indeed.•

-----------------------.! .----------------------won a Young Playwrights competition in

The amount of support he gets is phenom-

Richmond. The play, A Trip Down the

enal and he deserves it:' Theater people

Caramel Road, about a biracial child learn-

from New York City and Richmond were

ing self-acceptance, is his most autobio-

encouraging Hairston before he was old

graphical. Since then, his life has been just

enough to even apply to JMU.
But then there is Hairston's work: gritty,

about perfect.

harsh, urban, laced with humor but not

His friends joke that he's been so fortu-

light. When Live from the Edge of Oblivion, a

nate he's due to get hit by a bus.

play set in a Washington, D.C., ghetto, was
staged in New York, Hairston was 17.

TriEsE ARE THE SAME FRIENDS- 1998

Those who'd read the work expected to

theater graduates James Pinkowski and
who admit they wanted to

meet "a scary, angry little black thing that's

hate Jerome Hairston when they met him.

out to kill all the whiteys in the world;'

The Hairston hype had preceded his arrival

Hairston remembers with a guffaw.

Jeremy Beck -

at JMU, and many of his fellow students

Even Beck is taken aback by what

anticipated arrogance or at the very least a

Hairston gives the audience. "I don't care

collision of egos. For the most part, they
didn't find it. Privately with close friends,
Hairston is capable of anger and criticism,
but he is, as Beck says, "a good, solid person

"You're making believe," Hairston says about
playwrighting. "When you don't stop to realize
that, then whatever you're writing doesn't
become fresh, doesn't become engaging. If
you're not enjoying yourself, then how can you
expect someone else to?"

with his feet on the ground. He's mature.

what you say, you can just look at the work
and say 'What's wrong with this dude? He is
so screwed up.' "
Hairston, though, claims to have no
secret past life that contributes to his work.

He's an adult. He didn't live the normal

really, really want to help him out;' says

college life.

Beck. "It's easy to be jealous of him because

"It's just being willing to let your imagi-

"Through his talent and personality

he has so much talent, but he's not the kind

nation take you to these places, because

he's endeared himself to people, and people

of person who sticks it in anybody's face.

sometimes they're not such good places.''

H
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The scenes come from his imagination.
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-----------------------.f .----------------------He can write in settings he's never seen,

says Hall, "the way a visual artist might have

he says, because what he's really writing

understanding of shapes and the way they

about are the people in those places. And

fit together.''

human nature is the same wherever humans

"I read three pages [of Carriage] and I

are. "Every individual has the same human

knew I wanted to do this, to direct it;' says

capacity to evil and good.

theater professor Tom Arthur, who directed

"What's really at the center of all those

Carriage. "Jerome's language is beautiful, he

monologues is something that's beyond the

a has a grasp of language that is uniquely his

urban setting.'' For instance, he says, the

own ... with an African-American influ-

crackhead mother monologue isn't about

ence, and a lot of others too. He writes in

crack or the social situation. "It's about this

this beautiful poetic language.''

sort of fatalistic sort of view of life. Most

Hairston says the act of writing a play is

people can at least relate to the idea of not

about fun. "If you're not taking this sense of

wanting to bring a child into a world that

writing the play and taking the word play in a

they think is wrong. That's what this mono-

sense of playing around, fooling around, then

logue is, just put into the context'' of urban life.

it becomes this sense of a didactic, hard sort

"Hopefully the plays are about investi-

of thing to do;' Hairston says. "It paralyzes

gating this human condition, and if I know

you, really, when you start to think Tm

nothing about the human condition, then

writing a play. I'm going to be brilliant.'

I'm writing about nothing:' Hairston says.
"Jerome has a great sensitivity to language and the way people use language;' says

In the last scene of 'Carriage,' Melvin (Mikey
Courtney] drops "snow white rose petals" on
Daisy (Tangelia Rouse] to take her back to the
Land of the Dragons after her death.

careful observer of the way people behave.''

"There's something childlike about
doing this and not taking yourself too seriously. Because basically what you're doing,

JMU theater professor Roger Hall. "He has a
great sensitivity to people's behavior. He's a

You're not having fun.

And he can write. "He has an instinctive understanding of dramatic structure;'

in essence, is sitting and making up a story.
You're making believe."

RECEIVED FOR PRODUCT ION WORLDW I DE; AND AN ALL-EXPE SES PA ID N INE- DAY FELLOWSH IP TO THE S UNDANCE THEATER LAB
IN U TAH. T HE PLAY WAS ORIG INALLY COMM ISSIONED BY THE )OSEPH PAPP PUBLIC THEATER/ N EW YORK SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL.
CARRIAGE WORL D-PREMIERED AT ]MLJ IN NOVEMBER

1997

UNDER THE DIRECTI ON OF THEATER PROFESSOR T HOMAS

ARTHUR . IT WAS ONE OF SI X NATI ONAL KC/ ACTf AWARD FINALISTS CHOSEN FROM A FIELD OF APPROX IMATELY

H.

900

ENTRANTS. I N THE T RAD ITI ON OF THE A MERICAN "MEMORY PLAY," CARRIAGE IS ABOUT COMING TO TERMS W ITH A DIFF ICU LT PAST. T HE MAJOR CHARACTER, M ELV IN, RE-LI VES HIS CH ILD HOOD EXPERIENCES IN A TRAILER PARK, WHERE HE LIVED
WITH HIS MOTHER AND SISTER.
IN

1992,

JMU RECE I VED NAT IONAL HONORS FROM THE KC/ ACTF FOR ITS PRODUCTIO

S ouTH AFRICAN PLAYWRIGHTS ATHO L FuGARD, )OHN K AN! AND W1 NsTo

OF S IZWE B ANS/ IS D EAD BY

NTsHONA. JMU's KENNEDY C E TER PERFORM-

A N CE OF THE PLAY, ABOUT THE OPPRESSION OF BLACKS IN S OUTH AFRI CA'S ' GRAND APARTHEID' OF

1972, COINCIDED W ITH
continued

------------------------.! .-----------------------yet the silliness of that term. A
1:iAT H A IRSTON CAME TO

JM U
ented

place that would put his work

- a place so right for ta!playwrights

on stages large and small.

was

In Hairston, JMU found a

another lucky happenstance.

writer both bright and prolific.

The university's School of The''Anytime that you have really
atre and Dance includes a strong
good students, it raises everyExperimental Theatre program,
one else's level of accomplishwhich allows students far more
ment;' says Hall. Take for
playwrighting, directing and acting experience than they receive

On behalf of the Kennedy Cent er and the American College Theat er Festival, John Lyons presents Hairston with the 1998 Garson Kanin National
Student Playwriting Award at the Kennedy Center in April.

example, Carriage, a script that
was partially rewritten even

even at larger universities.
after the world premiere at
And in theater professor Roger Hall

he enrolled. He came for love. He followed

(author of the book, Writing Your First

his girlfriend, 1997 graduate Cindy Fuss,

Play), JMU has a leader in nurturing stu-

here, and she will follow him to graduate

dent writers. At most schools, actors start

school at Columbia University this fall.

with a script. At JMU, actors and designers

They say they intend to be together forever.

JMU. Students, designers, costumers, everyone was a part of that process. In the end
came a show judged worthy of the Kennedy
Center stage.
It is possible, says his friend Pinkowski,
often work with the playwright, and script-

"Ever since I was 15, when I started

writing affects the whole process. While it

writing, I have found myself around these

E

is rare for a student work to be produced

wonderful people, which brought me to

M

on JMU's MainStage, it is hardly unheard

JMU. I can't imagine if I didn't meet James

A
0
I

of. Carriage was the seventh student play to

[Pinkowski] and Jeremy [Beck], who I have

0
N

hit the MainStage; another was by National

probably learned the most from, as far as

Norman Lear Comedy Award winner

personally and how I feel. It's strange when

Phoef Sutton ('81) who later became a

you start thinking, 'What if they weren't here,

writer and producer of TV's Cheers and a

what kind of experience would I have had?"'
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that Hairston is like the Titanic, with early
hype and a sinking end. But not likely. Hairston is too grounded and too talented.
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Wherever and whatever Hairston writes, he
will always remember and be grateful for
JMU and the friends he made there.
People drop out of college when they
don't make the connections, he once said.
When they don't find friends who help
two-time Emmy-winner.

At JMU, Hairston found a place where
them grow and have fun. "That's what col-

But none of that drew Hairston to JMU

he could throw around the word "craft" with

and the school's Honors Program, in which

people who understood the seriousness and

lege is really all about:' +

-----------------------.f..------- ~
·--------QF a lumni find bull market on Wall St reet

W

HEN GERALD BUETOW left
JMU for Wall Street, he had no

intention of coming back. Like most professionals, this finance professor wanted to go
where his skills would be most in demand.
With a background in quantitative finance
- and having helped pioneer the QF major
at JMU's College of Business -

Buetow

found himself eyeing a career change with
one of the large New York investment houses.
In June 1996, he left education for the

,

fast-paced world of Wall Street, snagging a
job as director of research in the investment
arm of insurance giant Prudential.
"My job was to manage pension funds
most of our clients were institutions
rather than individuals - and to try to pick
the securities that would provide the most
return;' Buetow says. "It was a busy and
challenging environment."
Within six months, he was spending up
to 80 hours a week blazing new trails for
Prudential in the area of structured derivative products. Despite his success, Buetow
began to rethink his priorities.
"What started it was a telephone call from
JMU. The quantitative finance program was in
a bind and needed a professor. The College of
Business asked if I would be interested in coming back. That got me to thinking;' Buetow
says. "Although it sounds kind of corny, the big
thing I wanted to be able to say was that I had a
positive influence on a lot of people'.'

23

------------------------.f .-----------------------Another factor played into his decision

"The students are the ones who actually

ities, the prices of stocks and options, and risk.

to return. Buetow had observed the perform-

get the jobs;' Buetow says. "I make a phone

Buetow and Sochacki, in fact, met in

ance of college finance graduates in such

call, write a letter or make a recommenda-

JMU's interdisciplinary mathematics mod-

prestigious firms as Goldman Sachs, Mor-

tion, but it's their hard work and persever-

eling center, which Sochacki directs for stu-

gan Stanley and Lehman Brothers.

ance in this program that ultimately gets

dents in math, physics, information and

them hired. And, from what they tell me,

decision sciences, and materials science -

they are all doing extremely well:'

in addition to those in quantitative finance.

"I started making the inevitable comparison between those kids and the quantitative finance students we graduated at

One of the things they tell him is

"We want our students not only to

JMU, and found that there ... was ... no com-

how much better prepared they are than

understand the financial aspects of their

parison;' Buetow says. "The young people I

other college graduates starting out in the

discipline, but also to know and understand

saw in New York had only a fraction of the

same positions.

how to depict a whole range of financial situations, like what's going to happen in the

knowledge that my students had upon
graduation. It confirmed a hypothesis I'd
formed while at JMU -

that our students

easily compete on the Wall Street level:'
For Buetow, that recognition helped steer
him back to an academic life of teaching,

J
A
M
E

mathematical models;' Sochacki says.

:mmEO:RTELN UJHEn : rnmE

were trained so rigorously that they could
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stock market, for example, using these

": LURS RBLE TO ROD VRLiUE

research, intellectual freedom and influenc-

In addition to a business degree in

TO FREDO:E mRC. : morn HAVE

finance, QF students graduate with a math

nERRlN RS muc:-: TO LERRn RS

minor. Classes include a calculus sequence,

THE :JTHER GRRDURTES UJHO

differential

s

-

Turning down what he called an "enor-

0
N

u

mous sum of money;' Buetow returned

I
V

to JMU and threw himself once more into

algebra,

with computer programming. The math

FELT THFff : HRO Rn EDGE"

and told his wife, "I want to be a professor."

A

D
I

linear

numerical methods and statistics, along

STARTED UJHEn : 0:0. : OEF:nffElN

ing students' lives for the better. He went home

s

M

equations,

course work teaches them to use mathemat-

Freddie Mac Assets a11tl Liability

ical models to forecast what will happen in

,'\,1twageme11t Depart111e11t Fi11a11ci11/

a given financial situation. By changing

Analyst Scott Haymore ('94)

N
E
R

I

'

models can be rerun for any number of

ates enter the job market way ahead of the

helped develop.
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"I think one of the reasons our gradu-

the quantitative finance program he had

s

I
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the parameters and recoding them, the

different scenarios.

This time, Buetow combined rigorous

game is that our program places a strong

"There's an extreme demand for this

training with his firsthand knowledge of

emphasis on developing their problem-

knowledge. It's exactly what financial insti-

Wall Street to help graduates make all-

solving and analytical skills;' says Jim

tutions are looking for to help them hedge

important job contacts. As a result, JMU

Sochacki, a math professor who assists the

investments

quantitative finance graduates are today

quantitative finance program.

Sochacki. "In fact, the modeling process is

and

reduce

losses;'

working in large, prestigious firms such as

As the financial industry has become

becoming more widely used in a number of

Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, KPMG

more progressive with advances in technol-

other industries beyond the financial mar-

Peat Marwick, First Boston, Lehman Broth-

ogy, Sochacki explains, computerized math-

ket, like engineering and high tech, so our

ers, Nations Bank, Capitol One (Richmond)

ematical modeling has become extremely

students really have a lot of flexibility when

and Freddie Mac (Washington, D.C.)

prevalent in forecasting interest rate possibil-

it comes to choosing a career:'
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Both Buetow and Sochacki say their

QF graduate John Stein ('97) is an ana-

I'd say it was the program's focus on firmly

students leave JMU with an edge over gradu-

lyst with Lehman Brothers in New York City.

grounding us in general financial concepts,

ates from other finance programs. Fre-

He readily agrees with Buetow that JMU is

quantitative aspects of finance and how to

quently these other graduates even ask to

"doing something right;' and credits his

think about complex financial concepts that

borrow Buetow's class notebooks. That, he

success to the intensive training he received.

has proved most valuable. I've been able to

admits, makes him feel good and convinces

"The course load is extremely demand-

translate everything I learned to what I do

him that "we must be doing something right:'

ing;' he says. "It's a 70-plus-hour major. But

in my job."

-------.+.-------------------------

"THE RIGOROUS COURSE WORK

s

equally impressive employment credentials

searching for talent in the JMU quantitative

in other areas. One of them is Michael Bow-

finance program.

man ('95), a data analyst for Capitol One in

Some of Buetow's former students, such

Richmond. Bowman's experience is perhaps

as Matthew Weiand ('96), formerly of Westle

a little different, in that Capitol One ignored

Securities LLC, and Stephan Alb ('94), for-

him when the firm came to JMU on a

merly of Goldman Sachs, have gone from

recruiting mission in December 1995. Bow-

employment to self-employment.

around -

F:nRnCE PROGRRm.

A

regularly visits his old campus as a recruiter,

conFIOffl[E Rf10 GAVE mE A

STAnORRO unOERGRRDURTE

M
E

working in New York, others have gained

man, not to be deterred, went over -

\IRLUE FRR BEYOf10 Rf1Y

J

Bowman has come full circle now. He

:nCRERSED my OISC:PL:nE Ano

LEVEL OF KnOt.ULEOGE Ano
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While Stein is one of several alumni

-- Freddie Mac Senior Trading
Specialist Bill 011esti ('94)

or

Weiand started his own options trading

the recruiters and sent a resume

company in New York, and Alb created his

directly to the company. In January 1996, he

own hedge fund - a fund which often uses

was offered a job.

derivatives to enhance returns or reduce

"One of the things Capitol One looks

market risks. Buetow says these former stu-

for is strong analytical and problem-solving

dents simply got tired of giving away most

skills;' says Bowman, who was one of the

of their trading profits to employers and

first graduates of the new quantitative

struck out on their own. It is, he says, a trend

finance program. "And I can tell you that I

that may continue as QF graduates acquire

acquired those skills at JMU. With what I

skills, confidence and professional contacts.

learned in the QF program, you can make it

In an effort to strengthen an already

M
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in almost every finance-related job there is."

powerful program -

JMU's quantitative

-----------------------.f .----------------------finance program is the only one in the

companies set the price of policies, and

country for undergraduates - Buetow has

financial specialists invest the money until

taken a lead role in establishing another

it has to be paid out. More and more insur-

one-of-a-kind program. It, too, is a joint

ance companies are finding that they need

effort between the College of Business and

someone who can interact between the

THff1GS WORK Ano REALLY FOS-

math department.

actuaries

TERED A STROnG QURLiffY OF

JMU's new actuarial science program is

-

and

the

investment

people

someone who understands both the

the first in the nation designed to unite

pricing of insurance policies and the invest-

finance specialists and mathematicians in a

ment of proceeds."

"THE PROGRRm TAUGHT us HOW
TO THlnK Rno AflRLYZE HOW

lflOEPEnOEnT THOUGHT. WE WERE
EflCOURRGEO TO ASK QUESTIOns

program that produces actuarial finance

"Because both programs, quantitative

specialists, Sochacki says. It is a further spe-

finance and actuarial science, require lots of

cialization of the quantitative finance

math;' Sochacki says, "Buetow can demand

program. Students can enter the program

a lot more analytical problem solving from

through finance or mathematics. The

his students. This in turn gives the students

program requires both math students and

a great advantage over other traditional

finance students to take an additional

finance students when they enter the

FORmULR BECAUSE OUR PROFES-

series of courses team-taught by math and

marketplace. And;' he adds, "our math

SOR TOLiO US TO - WE ASKED WHY

finance professors.

graduates who go into actuarial business

The program was created to fill a need
in the world of actuarial finance as it relates

have the finance education that graduates
from most other math programs lack."

to insurance companies and policies, Bue-

"This kind of interdisciplinary pro-

tow says. "Actuaries working for insurance

gram;' Buetow says, is a "win-win situation:'+

Rno nor JUST mEmORIZE WHAT
WE WERE L.EARnlflG, BUT TO
RCTURL.LiY UflOERSTRflO IT. WE
OIDfl'T JUST USE R PRRTl[ULRR
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Many of today's legacies can trace their family trees back to James ,

------------------------.1::.------------------------

C

OEDUCATION AT JMU began with

enrollment stood at 25 percent, the first

anniversary with Don. "We were one of

the noblest of intentions. Back in 1946,

football team was recruited out of the regis-

those young couples who your parents say

under President Samuel Duke, Madison

tration lines, and those pioneering Madison

will never last, and here we are:'

College began admitting male day students

College men joked that being outnumbered

as part of America's efforts to repay return-

by women 3-to-l had its advantages.

ing World War II veterans under the G.I. Bill.
Later, President Tyler Miller consistently

Twenty-seven

years

An ironic twist, she says, is that her
father allowed her to go Madison College in

later, Carrier's

the first place because there were so few

regional comprehensive university has

men. "Then Carrier came, and the whole

now

picture changed;' Marsha says. "The year we

accounts for 44 percent of JMU's

got married there was a coed dorm. My dad

total enrollment of 13,714.

let me get married so that I couldn't live in

lic school teachers in

Students are fully integrated

that dorm. Now our son has ended up at

Virginia. His goal was

in diverse academic pro-

finally achieved in the

grams, and a successful

1960s, when Virginia

athletics program is firmly

professors in common -

ended single-sex edu-

entrenched for both sexes.

ence department's Paul Cline, recently

went to the General Assembly to

arrived.

admit more men to make up
for the lack of male pub-

Male

enrollment

JMU, and it's a dream come true:'
All three Hurdas experienced some
the political sci-

four

Those Great Experi-

retired, and the philosophy department's

of the state's former

ment years a generation

William O'Meara. But, Andrew says, times

teachers colleges and

ago also have produced

- and JMU -

Madison College began

some unanticipated divi-

ents had to make some adjustments.

admitting men as resi-

dends for JMU.

cation

m

all

dential students.
When Ronald E. Carrier became president in
1971, he brought with
him a vision of a future
regional comprehensive

Don 1'75) and Marsha Hurda 1'741
married while they were
Madison students in 1973.
Great Experiment legacy Andrew
Hurda 1'981 followed in 1976.

"I remember when I was 8, we came here

One of them is Andrew

to visit, but my parents couldn't remember

Hurda ('98), who was born

the exact way because it had been so long;'

on the third floor of

Andrew says."They stopped to ask for direc-

Wine-Price Hall in 1976.

tions to Madison College, and everyone was

Then, the building was
Rockingham

Memorial

university and reinvigorated Madison's efforts

Hospital's maternity wing, and his parents,

to attract male students as a major step toward

Marsha ('74) and Don ('75), were newly

that goal. Carrier expanded academic pro-

graduated from Madison College. They had

grams like business and liberal arts to appeal

known each other in high school, renewed

to men and started a football team - obvi-

their romance at Madison College and

ous proof that Madison College could no

married after Marsha's junior year.

longer be considered a woman's college.

have changed, and his par-

"We were actually married stu-

Students called those first few uncer-

dents at Madison College;' says Mar-

tain years The Great Experiment. Male

sha, who in May celebrated her 25th

Madison University through both parents.

Marsha, Andrew and Don Hurda in front of
Wine-Price Hall, where Andrew was born in the room
at top right, in 1976. Andrew enters law
school at Temple University this fall.

-----------------------.f .----------------------like, 'You mean JMU?"' They still haven't

JMU relations. At least 60 couples who met

JMU legacy stretches back four generations.

gotten used to the name change:' he laughs.

when both spouses were JMU students or

Her great -grandmother, grandmother, uncle,

The Hurdas, former JMU Parents Coun-

alumni later married and produced chil-

two aunts and a few cousins experienced

cil members from Pennsylvania, and other

dren who in turn have come back to JMU

JMU at different times of its development.

JMU-inspired families have compounded

as students.

Although she was profoundly and

HYSICAL THERAPIST Sarah Schulze

unavoidably influenced by her family, it

Great Experiment, legacies came to JMU

P

Taliaferro ('94) is a product of both

took more than a few college stories for

through the female line except for a handful

pre- and post-Great Experiment legacy phe-

Sarah to choose JMU. "I stayed overnight

of male day student legacies. Graduates of

nomena.

with a Student Ambassador, and that's what

the university's legacy tradition. Prior to The

"the Normal;' Harrisonburg State Teacher's

"My dad was in one of the first classes

really did it for me;' she says. "My parents

College, Madison College and JMU have

with males;' she says. "He still calls it The

kept quiet during the application process,

been sending their sisters, daughters, nieces,

Great Experiment:'

and I was able to decide for myself."

granddaughters and great-granddaughters

Growing up in Maryland, Sarah heard

Moving Sarah onto campus brought

to JMU for generations. Today's JMU

the fraternity tales of her father, John

back old memories and feelings of student

genealogy tree, however, has sprouted

Schulze ('70), and the social life travails of

life for her parents.

branches for both male and female lines.

her mother, Sherry ('69), both of whom

Although JMU's records of the decades-

later served on the JMU Parents Council.

For dad, the feeling lasted until he
found himself "carrying tons of stuff up

long legacy tradition are incomplete, having

"We had to go to tea wearing white

three or four flights of stairs and driving

been built byword-of-mouth, the university

gloves and dresses:' Sherry says. "We also

away from my first daughter:' John says.

has begun tracking its more recent alumni's

had to go to Alumnae Hall to sign in dates,

But, he adds, JMU was the best place to have

and we couldn't walk

to leave his daughter to the real world. "I

on the grass."

remember the first Parents Council recep-

On her mother's

tion at Dr. Carrier's house. He met me at the

side, however, Sarah's

door and said, 'One of us is getting older!'
Carrier didn't remember who I was, but he
took the time to find out before the reception.
That's why the school is where it is today."
Lindsey Pack ('01), another Great
Experiment dividend, has reason to
believe her entire family will follow

The Cookes, Hurdas and Packs, photographed on Newman Lake bridge during
Parents Weekend, are among 60
couples who met as JMU students
or alumni and whose children
have come back to JMU.

------------------------.:f.-----------------------When Brian's parents,

"It's kind of neat to be close to your

five girls, and we've all

Victoria ('76) and Ken-

birthplace, even though it's eerie too;' says

grown up with JMU;' she

neth ('76) of Colonial

Andrew Hurda, who graduated from JMU

says. "My parents met

Beach, accompanied him

in May and will enter Temple University law

here and then decided to

on an official JMU cam-

school this fall.

stay in the area. So I was a

pus tour, their excitement

her to JMU. 'Tm the oldest of

ball girl for the basketball

competed with his own.

team and I sold flyers

"They totally acted

for the school. JMU's been

because

Her mother, Martha

much

so

has

preparing to become an

nity College professor, says,

did:' Martha and Thomas

man year, campus life had changed

changed;' says Brian, who's

('73), a Blue Ridge Commu-

the same place her parents

brought Andrew to campus for his fresh-

like students again

part of my communitY:'

"She's starting her life in

When Marsha ('74) and Don ('75)

athletics
Martha 1'731 and Thomas 1'73) Pack
paired off during their junior year
while sharing an 8 a.m. class and
manied the following year.

('73) paired off in their

trainer.

"They

were going on more of a
tour than I was."
Their enthusiasm subsequently

landed

junior year. "We had an evolution class

the Cookes on the JMU Parents
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together, an 8 o'clock class, and we just

Council. His own excite-
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evolved. We got married a year later."
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Now as a student and the recipient of a

Kenneth says he tried

JMU Alumni Association Legacy Scholar-

not to influence his son

ship, their daughter, Lindsey, sees JMU from

too much. "The only

a new perspective. "Instead of driving

requirement was that he

through campus with my parents, I'm now

go to a school in Virginia.

walking .... I'm in the color guard, president

But we really just love every-

of my dorm, and a member of Young Life

thing about JMU. It's an area

and Campus Crusades:' In short, she has

where our lives took shape."
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made JMU her own.
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Color guard
member, dorm
president and
Young Llfe and
Campus Crusades
member Lindsey
Pack l'OI I has made Thomas
and Martha's college her own. Lindsey
thinks the rest of her siblings !above) might follow.

"It's hard to believe the amount of time

Freshman Brian Cooke ('Ol) has fol-

that's elapsed;' Victoria observes. "It's a

dramatically from that of their college days.

lowed in both his parents' footsteps to JMU.

strange thing;' adds her husband, "but all

Marsha attributes that transition to Carrier,

"They told me stories about how they met

the trees have changed. All the seedlings we

who became president during her fresh-

here and loved the campus;' he says. "Plus, I

saw have now grown up:' So have the

man year and loosened the old-fashioned

went to basketball camp here for a few

Cookes' offspring, including the family's lat-

campus social rules gradually during her

years, so I was familiar with everything."

est JMU legacy, incoming freshman, Travis.

four Madison College years.
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:------------.f .------------------------"We were able to do all the things we
had wanted to;' Marsha says. "And now it's

his first few weeks."

amazing how much the students have.

"JMU is definitely making a name for

Look at the Rec[reation] Center, look at

itself by being able to span over genera-

the CISAT building, look at the library:'

When Kenneth ('761 and Victoria ('761Cooke
toured campus with their son Brian ('OJ I,
"They totally acted like students again. ...
They were going on more of a tour than I was."

"Andrew described the same thing after

tions;' Don says. His wife agrees. "We loved

But while the rules, regulations and

it here, and it's great when our son comes

campus have been transformed for the bet-

home and says the same thing. There's

ter, Marsha says, a few important things have

really a family spirit in spite of how big it is

remained the same.

now. It's nice to send a son or daughter to a

"The people were always friendly,
and you felt like you fit in;' she says.

place that felt so right for you. It eases the
pain of letting go." •

Faculty award winners
share lifelong learning
and alumni status
By Angela Krum ('98)

Mark Warner ('79/M.A. '81/Ed.S. '85)

Cecil Bradfield ('68 M.A.)

The JMU Alumni Association recognized two of its own with its James Madison
distinguished faculty and service awards
selections this year. The association presented the 1998 awards to JMU professors
Mark Warner and Cecil Bradfield, both of
whom are JMU alumni.
Warner ('79/M.A. '81/Ed.S. '85) received
the James Madison Distinguished Faculty
Award for his work as a health sciences professor, and Bradfield ('68 M.A.) received the
James Madison Distinguished Service
Award for his work as a sociology professor
and his commitment to community service.
The alumni board of director's recognition committee selected Warner and
Bradfield from a pool of 15 nominees. The
board looked at professional achievement
and participation in the classroom and in
the community. Each recipient received a
plaque and a one-time $1,500 stipend for
professional development and departmental expenses.
Warner, associate professor of health
sciences, has been at JMU since he entered
the freshman class in 1975. "Once I got
here, I never left;' he laughs. After earning
a B.A. and M.A. in psychology and while

earning his Ed.S. in counseling psychology
from JMU, Warner began his professional
career at JMU in 1981. Since then, he has
received a doctorate in education from the
University of Virginia, published more
than 35 journal articles and given more
than 70 presentations on topics related to
health and leadership.
Warner says he feels "more than humbled to have been selected from such an
esteemed group" for the award. ''All you
have to do is look around campus to see
the talent:'
Warner also serves as chief of staff to
JMU Executive Vice President Linwood
Rose, and he is writing a book about leading a balanced life. Integral to that balance is
Warner's belief that education is a roundthe-clock process. As a result, he spends a lot
of time with students and other faculty members outside the classroom discussing ideas
and their application to life and learning.
Warner says he is most proud "when students come back and say I had an impact on
them. Teaching is not about grading papers,
but knowing that I connected with a student
and was part of his or her learning journey.
"I learn a whole lot more from my students than they learn from me." He adds,
"I'm one of those people who believes that
one of the greatest adventures of life is
learning. It keeps life fun and dynamic:'
Bradfield, who received the James Madison Distinguished Service Award, has a
similar perspective on lifelong learning and
a strong commitment to the value of community service in that process.
"This award reflects the commitment to
education I've had for years;' the sociology
professor says.
Like Warner, Bradfield also was a student at JMU, and interestingly, taught
Warner when the latter was a student.
Bradfield earned an M.A. in social science
in 1968 from Madison College. That
degree followed a B.A. in social science
from Capital University in 1961 and a
master of divinity in counseling and theology from Trinity Lutheran Seminary in
1965. He received a Ph.D. from American
University in 1975. Bradfield began teaching at JMU in 1971 as an assistant professor. Ever since, his 30 authored and coauthored articles and books and SO-plus
state, regional and national presentations
have informed his teaching.
"I like to generate ideas, and I do that
through writing and research;' Bradfield
says. ''And, I always bring my research back

to the classroom and relate it to my teaching, that's my primary responsibility."
In 1987, along with JMU professor Ann
Myers, he founded the Center for ServiceLearning, which has been a model for colleges and universities nationwide.
Bradfield and, in turn, the center have
long encouraged students to do volunteer
work and encouraged faculty members to
incorporate community service into their
curricula. That stems from Bradfield's philosophy that community service enriches
students' learning as much as it enriches the
community they serve.
With 30 years of his JMU career and
community involvement behind him and
still more ahead, Bradfield says he never
tires of it. "I can look people in the eye and
genuinely say I look forward to coming to
work every daY:'
He passes that same desire for longevity
of learning on to his students. Bradfield
directs JMU's Aging and Family Studies
Program and recently founded the JMULifelong Learning Institute. The 18month-old institute, with an enrollment of
426, provides continued education for
adults 55 and older. It aims ultimately to
integrate older and traditional students
into a learning environment in which the
generations can enhance one anothers'
education and perspectives.
Along with their JMU student days,
both Warner and Bradfield share a philosophy of education that goes beyond the
chalkboard and the classroom and a sense
of gratitude in being able to take part in
educating others. As Bradfield says, "It's a
privilege to participate in a university like
James Madison and have a career here. I
can't say enough about that:'

Alumni director
wins adviser award
Geoff Polglase ('85), director of JMU Alumni Relations
and adviser to the JMU Student Ambassadors, was named Adviser of
the Year at JMU's 1998 Leadership Celebration and Awards Ceremony.
Polglase has been the adviser to the JMU
Student Ambassadors since 1990. He also
won the award in 1993. The celebration
was sponsored by JMU's Student Organization Services. He was nominated by the
Student Ambassadors.
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Words of wisdom
Alumni help incoming freshmen
turn purple and gold
By Angela]. Krum ('98)

At a Tidewater reception last spring, alumni Veleka
Studivant Gatling ('93 ), left, and Clarysa Kelly ('96),
center, explain some finer points about life at JMU.
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For many JMU alumni, graduation didn't
mark an end to their college careers. Today
they step out to help recruit high school
seniors and acclimate incoming JMU freshmen to the ways of purple and gold.
"Alumni offer the high school students
insights into things they wish they had
known as well as what JMU has meant to
their success personally and professionally;'
says Joyce Lee, former JMU alumni relations'
assistant director, alumni chapters. "It's sort
of a 'I-wish-I-had-known' get-together:'
Lee is talking about the regional spring
admittance receptions incoming freshmen
attend to learn more about JMU before they
arrive for good in the fall. Alumni offer

advice, answer questions and tell their own
stories about college life.
"It gives alumni a chance to connect
with the university by interacting with faculty, current and prospective students;' Lee
says. "When they see the caliber of students
admitted, they're often blown away yet
pleased at the draw JMU has among high
school students:'
Susan McGhee ('80) has attended several of these receptions, or what she calls "a
sort of mingle fest:' Serving on the JMU
Alumni Association Board of Directors and
the Advisory Board for the College of Business, McGhee says she has a great time
being involved with the admission process
for her alma mater. "I recruited for seven
years and was massively impressed by the
students I ran across:' she says. "A lot of
times, kids at that age have so many possibilities, and if I can offer any insight, I do:'
A more recent graduate, Todd Myrick
('96), has also attended an early-admittance
reception and plans on staying involved in
the future. ''Alumni are an excellent recruiting tool;' he says. "They've been at the institution and had first-hand experiences. They
can provide input about the admission policy and tell students exactly what to expect."
However, attending receptions and talking with incoming freshmen is not the only
way alumni participate in the admissions
process. For example, Lee says, "Many graduates actively recruit just by talking to
friends about JMU and encouraging young
people to visit:'

Chris Lawing ('93), a former Student
Ambassador, is a testament to that. "Anytime I can talk about JMU, I do because I
had such a great experience:' he says. "A few
weeks ago, I even wrote a letter for my general manager's daughter who is applying to
transfer there:'
Even though Lawing says his continual
involvement with JMU stems from his
interest in seeing the changes in students
and on campus, he does have a special
attachment to attending alumni-student
events and encouraging young people to
select JMU. He met his wife, Amanda Lawing ('94), at one of the admittance receptions when he was a JMU freshman and she
was a high school senior.
Promoting JMU is one way to give back
to the school. However, offering experienced
advice to incoming students may be the
best thing graduates can provide, Lee says.
Becky Fitzgerald ('92) often jump-starts
the minds of intimidated freshmen by
telling them to "get as involved as you can
with things you're interested in order to be a
part of the university. Don't just sit back and
see it happening around you:'
Fitzgerald has carried her own advice
with her into the real world by taking on the
role of the alumni chapter representative for
the Roanoke area. "It's exciting because I get
to come to JMU a lot:' she says. "The caliber
of students has not changed, the demand of
excellence goes all-around:'
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There are I 1,7 I 4 reasons to support
James Madison University

Your gift to JMU is an investment
in outstanding students and leaders
like these.
Your contribution helps JMU:
• attract and enroll excellent students through
scholarship support;
• hire and retain top-quality professors;
• acquire and maintain advanced technology;
• support student organizations and activities; and
• maintain classroom buildings, residence halls
and other facilities.
Please invest in the lives of JMU students by
making a gifi: today. Contact the JMU Division
of University Development at (800) 296 -616 2 or

Here are

5

(540) 568 - 3196.

Thank you.

J

STAY l·N TOUCH
To submit a class note for publication in Mont-

pelier, please refer to "Connections" on Page 47
for instructions and the class note submission
form.

1958

1973

Pat Wilson reports that her class has raised more
than $66,000 toward the Class of 1958 Professorship. The professorship will be used to attract and
retain distinguished professors. Pat urges class
members to invest in outstanding faculty members and help provide an exceptional education
by giving to the class professorship.

Mary Beverley Kotek is a counselor for Culpeper
County Schools. Mary and Joe, their daughter,
Coreyanne, 6, and son, Matthew, 1, live in Broad
Run,Va.

1948
Mary Duncan Crews' grandchild will be a JMU
freshman this fall. Her first grandchild to attend
)MU graduated in 1996.

1949

19 G0

Linda Widdicombe Pond is enjoying 1998,
which marks 25 years since graduating from
JMU, 25 years of marriage to husband, Richard,
and the year her son was married. Linda is a
property administrator for a condo association.
Continued on Page 38

Susan Gore Macbeth and Bruce celebrated their
37th wedding anniversary. They have two children and three granddaughters and have lived in
Moorefield, W.Va., for 26 years. Susan teaches
second grade at Moorefield Elementary.

Eleanor Tiller Jensen is looking forward to seeing her roommates at her 50th reunion in 1999.

1964

19 50
Patricia Newton Grant has been retired since
1992. Her husband, Bill, passed away in November 1997. Patricia spends the winter months in
Florida and lives in western New York, where last
summer she visited with Martha Reddour.

Jeffrey Delaney of Islip, N.Y., retired after 32
years of teaching biology and general science and
plans to cruise down south in his sailboat.
Betsy Lingebach Hopkins retired last June from
her job as an administrative assistant at her
church. She now enjoys traveling and antiquing
with Ed, her husband of 28 years.

I I
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1951

19 G7

Martha Moore Graham announces the birth of
grandson Justin Peter.

Louise Schullery Cox teaches in the early childhood department at Manchester Community
College in Manchester, Conn.
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1952
Charlotte Roberts reports her class has raised
$10,112 toward the Class of 1952 Scholarship,
which will be used to recruit an outstanding
freshman to JMU. Charlotte asks class members
to contribute to the scholarship, which can be
awarded after the $25,000 mark has been reached.

19 54
Betty Jean Olive Elmore is retired from teaching
and lives in Pawleys Island, S.C. She and Jeff are
active in their Methodist church. She sings in the
choir and he is a trustee. They have one grandchild.
Dorothy Sheffield Staby retired in June 1997
after 32'/, years of teaching, mostly second and
fifth grades. Now she volunteers to help secondgraders learn to read. She and Jack visit her 92year-old mother and play with their grandchildren. Dorothy welcomes visits from JMU alumni
in the Binghamton, N.Y., area.
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Sue Downs Thomas is a speech pathologist for
Carroll County schools in Mount Airy, N.C. She
has four children and is active with her church
youth program.

1971
Karen Whetzel is assistant principal at Strasburg
High School in Shenandoah County, and temporarily served as acting principal. Last spring
she received the Mary H. Futrell award from the
Virginia Education Association for outstanding
leadership in public education. She and Jon live
in New Market.

19 72
David Speakmon is director for personnel at
Randolph Air Force Base in San Antonio. Dave,
Lorrie and their two daughters live in San Antonio.
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A new professor on
campus in 1935 set a few
hearts fluttering. Given
that the State Teachers'
College at Harrisonburg
suffered a dearth of single
men on the faculty and in
the student body, his impact was no surprise.
Professor Argus Tressider was tall, blond
and handsome. And at 28, he bridged the
usual age gap between teacher and student.
With his newly won doctorate from
Cornell, Tressider arrived to a student body
fully "protected by Dean Annie Bailey
Cook;' Tressider, 91, said in a recent interview. "She taught them how to wear the
proper clothes and how to hold teacups:'
This was a decade when girls had to
wear coats over gym suits and had just gotten permission to wear bobby socks. "I gave
them little reason to be worried about me;'
Tressider says. "I think Dr. Duke, who was a

wily old bird, watched me very carefully. He
was a good Methodist and protective of the
morals of good Virginia girls. I was not
going to be involved."
The girls might have daydreamed but
soon found the new professor a tough
teacher. At a 50th reunion several admitted
to him, "You scared the hell out of me:' He
hadn't meant to, but when he sat in the back
of the room to critique their public speaking, he included every aspect of the performance. He dictated how to speak and how
to look. Appearance had never counted
before, and his comments shocked some of
the girls.
"Half the class thought he was wonderful,
and the other half stayed a little afraid;' says
Mildred Elliott ('39). "It was an exciting
class. He recorded our voices, could tell where
you came from by how you pronounced
words. And he totally changed drama here.
He brought boys in to act in male parts."

Tressider took drama seriously when he
arrived to take over Madison's Stratford
Players. "Dr. Duke had raved about how fine
the facilities were. When I looked at the
stage, I thought 'Oh my god, he thinks this
is a great place to put on plays - everything's wrong!"'
The stage house, the pulleys and the
switchboard were adequate. The rest was a
disaster, including a too-shallow stage with
footlights. Tressider says, "Nobody used
footlights in theater. We had to invent ways
of getting light where it was supposed to be.
They had two little dressing rooms so my
students mixed paints, built sets, did everything in the basement of Wilson. And
everybody shared the stage: dancers, glee
club, all those academic processions:'
Nevertheless, he produced plays that
won accolades from the public. And some
of the public was involved on stage. "There
was high indignation when I wanted to cast
men in men's roles. But Dr. Duke was reasonable about it. I promised there would be
no nonsense back stage, I would keep an eye
on them. We never had any trouble. I found
good men - George Aldhizer, Tommy
Brock, Ernest Wilton - Wilton was a stage
director's dream man. He wanted to be an
actor, loved my plays and was in many of
them. I chose A.A. Milne's Mr. Pim Passes By
because I knew how good he would be
as Mr.Pim:'
Aldhizer became a best friend, and the
two often went to New York where Broadway offered tickets for $1.10. Our Town
especially impressed them. Tressider chose
it for Madison. "I cast everybody in town it's a huge cast. I took the part of Stage Manager and must have lost 18 pounds doing
that and directing;' Tressider says. "When
it came time for the final words, I couldn't
get them out [because] it affected me so
deeply. That was the finest dramatic
moment I'd ever had.
"Years later, I did it again in Ankara,
Turkey, as a way of getting through to ordinary folks. I went through all the same emotion. I chose a professional as Emily, the
Helen Hayes of the Turkish theater. Their
theater is based on the German method,
which exaggerates voice, action, everything.
I had to retrain them. It did something for
Turkish theater - stopped the dramatic,
heavy style. That was one of the achievements of my overseas program."
At 91, Tressider can look back on a life
filled with achievements. His seven years at
Madison brought publication of his first
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Stratford Dramatic Club students build the set (left)

When he arrived at Madison in 1935, Argus Tres-
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sider (on horseback) both dazzled and frightened

and work the light board (right) in Wilson Hall,

Madison students with his dashing good looks and

where sharing a stage designed for choirs and aca-

academic rigor. Tressider records students' mono-

demics meant theater students had to improvise. To
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logues (right) to critique their public speaking

introduce realism, Tressider began casting Har-

skills, which included students' vocal qualities as

risonburg men in male roles and on balance wrote
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well as their appearance.

plays with more women's parts to accommodate an

s

all-female theater department.

book, Reading to Others, plus numerous
articles - the newly ordained Ph.D. needed
to prove himself. His naval service during
World War II was followed by five years in
industry, then work for the State Department with the U.S. Information Agency and
additional books. "I had the best job anyone
could possible have in the embassy,' Tressider says. "I went to university groups to
meet intellectuals, artists, writers, actors!'
His memories of Madison include writing "at least one play a year, stylized so I
could cast more women in parts. Even

wrote a musical - unusual for a one-horse
school. I used Edna Shaeffer's assistance
there. Clifford Marshall wrote the music. He
taught instrumental and played the organ
for all those church services we had at Wilson Hall:'
Recently, Newsweek featured Tressider in
its "My Turn" column. "There's been a
remarkable response from my ' 15 minutes
of fame' - former students and people
from all over the world!' Ironically, today he
still listens to readers. Since he can't see to
read, he listens to books on tape and types

manuscripts that volunteers read back to
him. Volunteers also walk with him about
the neighborhood and enjoy his company.
Now widowed, Tressider has filled his home
with paintings by his beloved wife and with
artifacts from all over the world.
"This is a happy house:' he says, a claim
supported by his recent Newsweek article.
He plans to attend his 70th college reunion
in June. "There are many oldsters like me,
still full of creaking vitality, who do not find
life boring or the sky always dark!'
He's a professor we can still learn from.
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Patricia S. Williams has worked for JMU since

1973. She is a technical instructor and the liaison
project director for the Center for Multimedia.
She and Kevin celebrated their 25th wedding
anniversary in May.

1974

is a part-time crisis counselor at a local women's
clinic. Kevin directs strategic accounts for a
Fujitsu subsidiary. They have three children,
Scott, 14, Brandon, 13, and Kara, 9.
Janice Marie Ely Lowden was installed as pastor
of the Christ Evangelical Lutheran Church in
Millersville, Md., on Feb. 15, 1998. She has a master's in adulthood and aging from the College of
Notre Dame of Maryland.

Sheridan Brown (M.Ed./'78) is coordinator for

instructional applications and the Internet for St.
John's County schools in northern Florida. She
lives in Jacksonville.
Edwin "Bo" Hobbie is a sales and customer rela-

tions representative at Harrisonburg Nissan. He
and his son, Tucker, 4, live in Keezletown.

Beverly Walker Motley and Rick Motley live in

Roanoke with their children, Sarah, 16, Megan,
14, and Ben, 11. Beverly runs her own interior
design business, Belle's Vineyard, part time. Rick
is vice president and general manager for Chemicals & Solvents Inc. in Roanoke.
Robert K. Paylor retires from the Navy on Oct. 1,

Margot H. Knight is president and CEO of the

United Arts Council of Raleigh and Wake County
in North Carolina.

1998, and lives in the Virginia Beach area, where
he has a distribution business.

a management consulting firm. His specialty is
demand creation and customer values ..

19 B1
Scott Eichelberger and Michelle Davis Eichelberger ('82) practice general pediatrics in Chesa-

peake, Va. They have four children, Grant, 10,
Emily, 7, Curtis, 4, and Kimberly, 1.
Robert D. Lancaster and Teresa McDaniel Lancaster live in Richmond. Bob is a consultant on

special projects for the Federal Reserve Bank in
Richmond. Terri teaches pre-school part time
and cares for their daughter, Sarah, 3'/,.
Betsy Bishop O'Connell is the medical librarian
at Mary Immaculate Hospital in Newport News,
where she and Jim reside.
Greg Spann and Donna "Dusty" Grande Spann
('84) have five children, Helen, 10, Lindsey, 9,

1978
Marcia G. Butler is art department manager at

American Safety Razor. She lives in Staunton.
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Timothy G. Phillips is manager of the Interstate Compact Unit with the Virginia Department of Corrections in Richmond. Tim and
Kathy live in Powhatan County with their
daughter, Michelle. He coaches girls' youth
league softball and plays golf.
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Joann Floyd Sheffield lives in Springfield, Va.,

with her 15-year-old daughter. Joann has worked
for Computer Sciences Corp. for JO years. She is
program manager for CSC's Mentor-Protege Program.

19 79
David M. Imre has been running his own public

relations firm, Imre & Associates, for the last five
years. Located in Towson, Md., he and his staff
assist several national clients with media and
community-relations needs.

Cassidy, S'/,, Sheila, 4, and Shannon, 9 months.
Greg runs ASAP Printing & Mailing Co. Inc. in
Alexandria. Donna homeschools the children
and does free-lance writing from their home in
Lorton.

19B2

19 B0
L. Shelton Carter Jr. received an M.B.A. from the
College of William and Mary. He is manager of
finance at Newport News Shipbuilding. He
participates in whippet racing/coursing and
triathlon competitions.

Michael K. Butters, a major in the Marine Corps.

was awarded the Navy and Marine Corps Air
Medal for heroic achievements during Operation
Desert Storm. He destroyed a major target and
delivered ordnance to three Iraqi anti-aircraft
sites. Michael flew the AV-8B Harrier. He is the
second officer in charge of Marine Attack
Squadron 231, stationed at Cherry Point, N.C.

Michael Dubus and Marietta live in Atlanta with
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their children, Patrick, 8, Kelsey, 5, and Matthew,
3. Michael is a labor and employment attorney
with Paul, Hastings, Jmofsky & Walker LLP.
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James H. Abt operates a Hair Club for Men in

Andy Hall is director of corporate and sponsor

Northern Virginia.

relations for the Indy Racing League. He previously worked 15 years for NASCAR. He and Barbara live in Indianapolis with their children, Shelley, 18, and Ben, 13.

s

Lynn Hannula has an A.A.S. degree in electronic

engineering technology and an A.S. in accounting. She and Harry Johnson have been married
for 10 years and have raised Harry's son,
Matthew, 20. Lynn has worked for the Northern
States Power Co. for 18 years, 15 of them at the
Monticello Nuclear Generating Plant. She is in
the nuclear analysis and design department.
Kevin R. Williams is the erosion and sediment
control administrator for Rockingham County.
He and Patti Williams ('73) celebrated their 25th
wedding anniversary in May.

1978
MaryAnne Courlas Fitzgerald and Kevin
Fitzgerald ('79) reside in California. MaryAnne

Jay Conley and Tracy Kelly Conley live in
Florida. Jay is regional manager for the Gartner
Group. Tracy has her own personal training business. They have three children, Erin, 10, Tommy,
8, and Sean, 4.
Kevin G. Conroy established Research Capital
Analysts in 1997. RCA has offices in New York
City and Tucson, Ariz., and assists businesses
with detailed lease and loan analysis.

John M. Huddle was re-appointed by the gover-

nor of Virginia to serve a five-year term on the
World Trade Alliance of Blue Ridge, a state
agency created in 1993 to facilitate international
trade throughout the Blue Ridge region. John has
been chairman since the agency's inception. He is
also on the Virginia State Bar International Practice Section's Board of Governors, Radford University's International Trade Center and the Piedmont World Trade Council.
Ed Powell is pastor of a 500-member Baptist
church in Midlothian, Va. He and Karen and their
two children, Kaitlin and Austin, live in Chesterfield.

Steven M. Doyle is a Merrill Lynch financial consultant in Rancho Bernando, Calif. Steve and Pam
live in San Diego with their children, Shea, JO,
and Mikel, 7.
Dennis Eppard and Carol have 2-year-old twins,
Matthew Moore and Nicholas Cooper.
Robert Michael Fennell and Joan live in Parker,
Texas with their children, Sarah, Adam, Caleb,
Hannah, Abigail and Lydia. Robert has been the
president of the Mark VII Transportation agency
for eight years.
David Fish is a producer/director at WVEC-TV

Paul Thompson is a principal in the integrated

supply chain practice for the CSC Weston group,

in Norfolk.

Charlene Johnson Herrala was named Region II
Teacher of the Year for the Commonwealth of Virginia for 1998. She teaches mentally retarded students at Windsor High School. She and Jim have
two children, Jason, 10, and Lindsey Brooke, 3.

Susan Stevens Barnhart and George live in
Wixom, Mich., with their children, Bailey Quinn,
4, and Robert Daniel, I.

Rita Harris Swann and Brian Swann live m
Midlothian, Va. Rita is a school nurse for the
Henrico County school system. Brian works for
the U.S. Department of Treasury in Richmond.

Bruce Boslaugh and Karen Leonard Boslaugh
live in Valrico, Fla., with their children, Jason, 11 ,
Jessica, 8, and Brendan, 4. Bruce is the National
Imagery and Mapping Agency representative to
the U.S. Central Command at McDill Air Force
Base in Tampa.

Susan Haynie Thompson earned her master's of
science management degree from Baker University in Baldwin City, Kan., in February. She is a
travel systems specialist for the U.S. Coast Guard.

Joyce Embrey Houpt is director of finance for
the Potomac and Rappahanock Transportation
Commission in Woodbridge. She and Raymond
live in Spotsylvania.

1983

Renny Bush Humphrey, JMU Board of Visitors
member, was elected chairwoman of the Chesterfield County Board of Supervisors. She received a
joint House and Senate resolution for being the
first woman to chair the board. Renny lives in
historic Winterposck.

Kevin Hogan is a senior account manager for
Universal Metro Floors in Santa Fe Springs, Calif.
Mitchell P. Jones works for Marriott International. He and Tammy live in Arlington, Va., with
their son, Preston.
Ann O'Connor Jurney is the director of administration and personnel for Daimler-Benz Washington Inc. She and Bill live in Arlington.
Leslie Kitchin (M.Ed./'85) and Jack live in Fairbanks,Alaska, with their son, Hal Asher.
Diane Jones Langston received her reading specialist master's degree from Longwood College.
She is the author of Free Magazines for Libraries.
She is in her I Ith year as librarian at Amelia
County Elementary School. She and Jay live in
Amelia with their son, David, 4.
Elizabeth Mautner Porter and Thomas live in
Atlantic Highlands, N.J. She is a registered nurse.
Shannon McCarthy Mueller and Gary live in
Portland, Ore., with their children, Brendan, 8,
and Bridgit, S'/,. She volunteers at her children's
school and in the community.
Bonnie Smith Stephens and William "Scott"
Stephens ('84) live in Annandale with their children, Carly, 8, Luke, 6, Troy, 2, and Abby, 7
m onths. Scott is a loan officer with B.F. Saul
Mortgage in Reston.
Kriss Middlestadt Wilson became general
m anager of Richmond-based Corporate Copies
in 1998 after bringing a small, privately owned
b usiness into the top 25 growing businesses in
Richmond.

1984
Kenneth L. Balcer is a certified public accountant
for Jefferson, Uriah, Doane, and Sterner, PA. He
a nd Ann live in Bethany Beach, Del., with their
ch ildren, Brittany, 7, and Cassidy Mary, I.

golf course design clients. Scott also handles all of
the famous golfer's appearances, news conferences and publishing needs. He lives in Lake
Worth,Fla.
Demetrios "Denny" Vlahos is national director
of pre-need sales for the Loyal Christian Benefit
Association. He lives in Erie, Pa.
Maj. Ken Woodburn is war plans officer for the
3rd Signal Brigade.

David M. Johnson and Cindy live in Springfield
with their children, Dean, I, and Lauren, 3. David
is regional marketing manager for American Gas
Finance Co. in Herdon.
Brian Wade is a major in the U.S. Army. He completed his M.S. and graduated from the U.S.
Army Command and General Staff College in
1997. He is executive officer for an infantry battalion in Germany, which recently returned from
peacekeeping duties in Bosnia. He and Kellie live
in Bavaria with their three children.

1985
Agnes Vivaldi Blumberg is an employee relations manager for Coca-Cola Enterprises Inc. in
its Atlanta corporate office. She and Pete live in
Duluth, Ga., with their daughter, Samantha, I.
Stacey Bornarth Collins and George Collins
('87) live in Schenectady, N.Y., with their children, George Jr., 5, and Caroline, 3. George is
manager of information assurance at General
Electric Power Systems.
Mria Forry Dangerfield and Michael live in
Atlanta with their children, Lena and Blake. The
former CNN videotape editor is active in the
national mother's group FEMALE, writes parenting articles and occasionally free-lances for CNN.
Marcos F. Mercado and Linda Walker Mercado
live in Fort Monroe, near Hampton. They have
three children, Antonio, Alonzo and Jacob. Marcos is senior instrumentalist with the U.S. Continental Army Band, representing the Army's
Training and Doctrine Command.
David M. Moretti is director of marketing for
Marriott International's )MU Dining Services.
Wyatt "Scott" Tolley was selected by Jack Nicklaus to join Golden Bear International as his and
the company's director of communications. He
serves as Nicklaus' liaison to all media and his
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turns your computer
into a radio!
The Alumni Association Presents
]MU Football on the Internet!

Catch the action of every game from any location.
You have to hear it to believe it.
To listen to the Dukes action live, you will

need RealAudio Software, which you can
download free of charge. For specific downloading
and installation instructions and to access the
broadcasts, go to AudioNet's web site at

drew.broadcast.com/schoolsljmu

Dukes Football
AudioNet Schedule
Date

Opponent

Site

Time

Sept.5
Sept.11
Sept.19
Sep! 16
Ou. 3
Oc110
Oct. II
Oc114
Oct. 31
Nov. 7
Nov. 11

Ma,yland
HolSlia
Villanova
Elon
Richmond
Massachusens
WilliamandMa,y
Maine
RhodeIsland
No,thmtein
Oelawaie

College Paik. Md.
Hauisonbu1g. Va.
Ha11isonbu1g. Va.
Hauisonbu1g. Va.
Richmond. Va.
Arnhem. Mass
Ha11isonbu1g. Va.
Hauisonbu1g. Va.
Kingston. A.I.
Hauisonburg. Va.
Newark. Del.

6p.m
6p.m.
3pm.
6p.m.
I pm.
I pm
3pm.
l:JOp.m.
Noon
I p.m.
I p.m.

M
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1
9
9
8

19BB
Timothy Alan Baker and Ana live in York, Pa.,
with their two daughters. He is an attorney for
Morris & Vedder.
Janie Craige Butler is a part-time applications
consultant for LEXIS-NEXIS and lives in
Vienna, Va.
Christine Wilt Cole is a Clinical Four registered
nurse at Winchester Medical Center in the PreAdmission Testing Unit.

Laura Niswander Conklin (M.Ed./'93) is coordinator of admissions and records at Blue Ridge
Community College in Weyers Cave. William H.
Conklin works in technical operations at Merck
& Co. Inc. in Elkton.
Sarah Otto Deacon is a part-time free-lance
artist and calligrapher. She lives in Gordonsville.
William Myles Evans is marketing manager
for QualChoice, a Winston-Salem, N.C.,-based
health maintenance organization.
Julie Renick Hessels and Mark live in Laytonsville, Md., with their children, Benjamin, 6,
Jonah, 4, and Joel, l.

liRAmmv DOffllDEE

Peter M. Larsen is an account manager for the
Xerox Corp. in Richmond. He markets copiers
and digital products to state government
accounts.
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Non-concern.
Debbie Zenger! Prout has worked for Automatic
Data Processing for nine years. She and David
live in Baltimore.
Linda Hansen Reynaud and Lee live in Fort
Collins, Colo. Linda works in industrial psychology.
Deborah Satterfield Snyder is a U.S. Army captain and helicopter pilot. Stationed at Fort
Belvoir, she and Donald live in Alexandria with
their two golden retrievers, Chelsea and Phoenix.

Jeannie Lamers Lewin and Barry have relocated
from California to Atlanta.
Timothy Scott Leffel and Donna are taking a
year-long, working world tour. Tim will be writing articles on motels, hotels and restaurants for
travel agencies. This is the couple's third tour.

After just 10 years in the music industry, Julian King ('88) has achieved a
recognition that most recording engineers
still dream of. King attended this year's
Grammy Awards as a nominee for his
work on Toby Keith's Dream Watkin'. The
album was nominated at the 40th annual
Grammy Awards in February 1998 for the
best engineered album, nonclassical.
"It was a thrill;' he says. "I was conominated with some of my idols and
placed among the legends of recording."
He says attending the televised awards
ceremony was "a lot of fun. A trip to New
York City was exciting and provided a
chance to soak it all in."
King, who studied music industry at
JMU, is a recording engineer in Knoxville,
Tenn. "It's great fun to be around so many
creative people;' he says. "So much creative energy is combined in one place!'
The Grammy nomination "has not
really had an impact on what I do in terms
of work. I'm busy enough as it is;' King
says. "It is nice to hear the congratulations
and have your friends tell you they are
proud;' he chuckles.
Hesitant to comment on his recent
fame, King instead recounts a lesson he
learned from JMU professor Jim Cleazner,
"who instilled in us that it was important
to apply yourself outside of music also, do
your best work and keep your mouth shut.
You don't run it about great performances.
Instead you show your attributes by the
work that you do!'
Julian and Jenifer ('89), who studied
early childhood education, say they take
life day by day in Brentwood, Tenn.

J. Timothy McDonald practices law in Atlanta
with Rogers & Hardin. He is working on his next
book, tentatively titled Whitewater - Legitimate

Joni Shelton Pritchard is a middle school
administrator for Hanover County public
schools. She and Lenny live in Richmond.
Kevin M. Shortall is a consultant with KPMG
Peat Marwick in Arlington.
Bryan Simpson is Army Band Liaison for the
southeastern United States in October 1997. He
served as a tuba player with the Army Ground
Forces Band in Atlanta for four years.

19BB
Jennifer Faigle completed her professional
human resources certification. She is head of
human resources for Storm Control Systems in
Herdon.
Lisa Bentivegna Ferzoco, M.D., is a third-year
resident physician in the department of surgery
at the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in
Boston.
Chris Kleczkowski is an executive director in the
Credit Capital Markets Group with CIBC
Oppenheimer Corp. in New York.
James J. Melia and Jill Shannon Melia live in
Hizson, Tenn. Jim is a special agent with the FBI.
Jill works part time as a registered nurse in intensive care.
Chris Zimmerman is a regional applications
engineer for a fiber-optic and electrical-interface
company. He received his M.B.A. from Penn
State. He and Courtney live in West Chester, Pa.

19B7
Beverly Abbitt is curator of Theater of the Sea, a
marine mammal facility in Islamorada, in the
Florida Keys.
David Jeffrey is president of Interactive
Dynamic Solutions Inc. in Sylvia, N.C. IDS is an
organizational development firm specializing in
human resource training and corporate teambuilding programs.
Pat Julius reports that his class has raised more
than $5,000 toward the Class of 1987 Scholarship,
which will be used to reward JMU's brightest students after the endowment reaches $25,000. He
encourages his classmates to make a gift.
Amy Laser, former JMU assistant director of
major gifts and Montpelier story committee member, received her master of public administration
degree from )MU in May. She is director of development at Blue Ridge Community College.
Edward Maass is a marketing manager for Robert
Mondavi Winery. He lives in Napa Valley, Calif.

19B9
Charles C. Chusuei received his M.S. and Ph.D
from George Mason University in 1995 and 1997.
He is an Associated Western Universities postdoctoral fellow and a visiting scientist in the
chemistry department at Texas A&M.
Reginald Dickerson opened a State Farm Insurance Agency in January in Glen Allen, Va.
Jill Elswick received an M.A. in English from
North Carolina State University. She is assistant
editor for Virginia Tech publications, including
the alumni magazine and the faculty/staff
newspaper.
Michelle "Shelley" Maneval Fisher and Paul
Fisher live in Newburyport, Mass. Paul is executive account manager with Frito-Lay Inc.
Cathy Carey Gainor is deputy business editor of
the Washington Times. She and Dan live in Towson, Md.
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JMU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

A PUBLICATION OF THE

For more than 10 years. the annual Candlelighting Ceremony has been one of the most memorable traditions at James Madison University. The ceremony symbolizes the transition of the senior class from students to alumni. "The Candlelighting Ceremony. coupled with the annual Senior Celebration Party, allows the alumni association to welcome its newest members while rewarding them for a successful and memorable JMUexperience." says Geoff Polglase. executive director of the JMU Alumni Association. Looking back on the class of 1998 candlelighting ceremony, valedictorian Nicole Steffey confirms. "The ceremony was a special experience; it was the first time I realized that next week I won't be a student. I have had a great four years here at Madison." The Candlelighting Ceremony was one of five Senior Week events. These events also included the
Class of 1998 Bash. Senior Pig Roast. Faculty Appreciation Day and Senior Celebration.
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1
JMU ALUMNI CHAPTERS ARE
We are pleased to provide you with the first issue of Alumni
Drive. This semiannual. comprehensive listing of JMU Alumni Association programs is your resource to year-round involvement with JMU.
In addition to our annual alumni tailgates and golf tournaments, you'll find a calendar of exciting programs for the fall. From
our first-ever seminar on the Civil War to experts in leadership and financial planning, we have prepared educational opportunities that meet the standards you have
come to expect from JMU.
You can also look forward to the news and personalities of the university jumping off the pages of Mompeherand landing in your area from time to time. We've
developed Madison On the Move to show you firsthand how your alma mater continues to be one of the best undergraduate institutions in America.
We recognize that some of our meetings, events and classroom activities may
not meet your needs. so we have developed the Alumni Connections On-Line Community to take advantage of the tremendous advances in technology.
Finally, please join me in thanking your alumni board of directors. Through their
creativity we produced this publication and challenged ourselves to develop the quality programs we have today. Many thanks to Milton Kline ('75) and Cathy Byford Lilly
('80), who completed their terms of service on June 30. During their tenure. the
board, among many other accomplishments, completed its first strategic plan and
developed its Faculty Recognition Awards program.
Please share with us your ideas on how we can continue to challenge ourselves
to provide you with the JMU connection you deserve.
Go Dukesl

~f1J
Geoff Polglase ('B5)
Director of Alumni Relations and
Executive Director of the JMU Alumni Association

DIFFERENT!
In addition to the numerous social events that our chapters have made
famous. they also now offer career networking, professional development and educational opportunities. There are opportunities for everyone. Upcoming events will be divided into the following categories:

CAREER N ETWO RKIN G - Here's an opportunity for
you to exchange career tips, help fellow alumni with their job searches
and maybe even land your own dream job.

CONTINUING EDUCATlON -

Come share your per-

sonal interests with JMU alumni and professors as they share their exper-

ATTRACTIONS

CONTINUING,,
EDUCATION
Civil War Institute:
"The Turning Point:
Cavalry at Chancellorsville and
Brandy Station" Civil War buffs
wanted! Come out and enjoy a lecture
about the Shenandoah Valley's experience
during the Civil War. Coming to Richmond
and Tidewater

MADISON ON
THE MOVE
Schedule to include:

Ml

out firsthand what new and exciting things are happening at your alma mater.

College of Integrated Science and
Technology Dean Jack Ramsey
Athletics Director Don Lemish
College of Business Dean Robert Reid
Office of Admission Director Roxie Shabazz

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT - Workshops on leadership, financial management. time management

CAREER NETWORKING

tise on a variety of compelling subjects.

MADISON ON THE MOVE - University guests will be presenting JMU updates in your hometown. Find

and a host of other informative topics will help you develop marketable skills for tomorrow's workplace.

OTHER ANNUAL EVENTS -

JMU alumni chapters have a tremendous impact on their local communities

and the JMU family through various service projects and scholarship initiatives. There are many opportunities to be a part of
that impact by supporting your local chapter. Involve your family, make new friends and strengthen old friendships at the
numerous alumni chapter events such as: all-you-can-eat crab fest • golf tournaments • holiday parties • Broadway plays
• bowl-a-thons for charities • T-GATE at football games • trips to professional baseball games • and much, much more!

WE'LL SEE YOU THERE!

"Making the Change ~
- Using the JMU
~
Alumni Directory and
the On-line Community" Online
career center aims to bring qualified people
and great jobs together. Coming to
Baltimore and Metro Washington

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

(!J

"Leadership Essentials
for Changing Times"

&f(~~ffe.

\' <o'o~j MU~U4t

Presented by JMU Chief of Staff
Mark Warner ('79/81)
Coming to Richmond

VISIT
,J

Milton Kline 1'75) and Cathy Byford Lilly 1'80), who
completed their terms of service with the JMU Alumni Board of Directors.

these events.

Dina Tedeschi Gross is a benefits manager for
Coopers & Lybrand LLP. She and Stephen live in
Alexandria, Va.
Renee J. Haynes earned her master's in English
from George Mason University in August 1997.
She teaches drama at Potomac Falls High School.
She and Scott live in Sterling, Va., with their
daughter, Emma Jeanette, 6 months.
Tracy Smithson Mozingo (Ed.S./'92) and Rich
Mozingo {'90) live in Chattanooga. Tracy is a
school psychologist with Bradley County schools.
Rich is assistant general manager for the Chattanooga Lookouts Professional Baseball Club.
Christian W. Neeble works in financial analysis
and internal audit for Bassett Furniture lndustries
in Bassett, Va. He and Amy live in Greensboro,
N.C., with their daughters, Madison and Olivia.
Felix Rioja received his Ph.D. in economics from
Arizona State University in 1997. He is an assistant
professor at Georgia State University in Atlanta.
P. Kurt Rodgers and Dona Fendler Rodgers
('88) live.in Warrenton, Va. Kurt is chief operating
officer of S. W. Rodgers Co. in Gainesville.

19 90
Larry Auther received his M.B.A. from William
and Mary. A management/systems consultant, he
is on a long-term assignment at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and spends most of his
free time boating on the Potomac.
Paul Cavanagh and Melanie Miller Cavanagh
('92) live in Media, Pa. Paul is a funeral director at
Cavanagh Family Funeral Homes. Melanie is a
visual merchandising director for Oskar Huber
Fine Furniture.
Charlie Curran is a deputy controller at ManTech International Corp., located in Fairfax, Va.
Brian Dunham is manager of Plaut Consulting's
U.S. Training and Education Competency Center.
He lives in Boston.
Ashley Small Dunn works for Teleglobe International Corp. in Tysons Corner. She and Vic live in
Fairfax.
Kellie Knight Falcone and Carey Falcone live in
Colchester, Vt., where Carey is Anheuser-Busch
market manager for the state.
Leslie Watkins Grant received her Ed.S. in curriculum and instruction from George Washington University in December 1997. She teaches in
Hampton, Va. She and Allen live in Yorktown.

Nancy Lowery Watkins has a master's in education from U. Va. She is an elementary school
counselor in Stafford County. She and Brian run
competitively in the Washington, D.C., area. During the summers, Nancy coaches a diving team in
Fairfax.
Woody Yurek earned his law degree in 1997 from
Western State University and passed the California Bar Exam. He is in-house counsel for a
national systems integrator in Newport Beach.
He and Kathy live in Trabuco Canyon with their
son, Zachary, 2.

Jennifer A. Davis is annual fund manager at the
Virginia Historical Society in Richmond.
Christopher Donaghy Douglas owns Kitchen
Brokers, a design firm in northern Virginia. He
and Karen live in Mason Neck, Va.

STEP ASIDE,
JERRY fflAliUIRE

1991
Lori Alexander received a Master of Arts degree
in counseling from Hampton University in
December 1997.
Nicole Vignec Burdette and Jamie live in
Audubon, N.J.
Karen Wenner Curran received her M.A. in
thanatology from Hood College in December
1997. She teaches high school math at Brunswick
High School in Frederick County, Md.
George Evans is director of operation for Ruby
Tuesdays Restaurants in Richmond.
Tim Gregory (M.Ed./'91) and Kevin live in
Pasadena, Calif. Tim is assistant director of Loker
University Student Union at California State University, Dominguez Hills.
Kasey Zachar Haas and Mike live in Tucson,
Ariz. Kasey is a systems analyst at Tucson Medical Center.
Jeff Kirkland and Cathy Crews Kirkland {'92)
live in New York City. Jeff is a manager for
Deloitte and Touche LLP. Cathy is a project manager for Citibank.
Timothy Knapp teaches at Smithfield High
School.
Kimberly Shrewsbury Musgrove and John live
in Cincinnati. Kim teaches kindergarten for
Princeton city schools.

1992
Christina LaVerre Auch is capital campaign
assistant in the development office at Blue Ridge
School. She is involved with Habitat for Humanity and the Madison County Quilters' Guild.
Christina and Jamie live in St. George, Va., with
their daughter, Casey Virginia.

Brent H. Rice lives in Norwalk, Conn., where he
is a credit manager with Citicorp North America,
the parent company of Citibank.

Kimberely Beachley is a staffing specialist for
Don Richard Associates in Bethesda, Md.

Phyllis J. Patrick Walker works in advertising
and sales for Home Team Sports.

Sara Brandt graduated from Texas A&M University at Corpus Christi with a Master of Science
degree in secondary education in December 1997.

Greg Abel {'92), pictured above with
NBC sportscaster and former Minnesota
Vikings wide receiver Ahmad Rashad, has
the insider's view of Jerry Maguire's fastpaced sports promotion world.
Abel is director of corporate and athlete communications for Advantage International, the world's second-largest athlete
management and event marketing firm.
Two-and-a-half years ago, he joined
Advantage as a public relations account
executive. He publicized the golf and tennis events owned and operated by Advantage, wrote releases, promoted tournaments and managed the media center
on-site at events all over the country.
"I just got a promotion to essentially
be the PR director for the management
division of our company;' Abel says. That
"means working with all the 'Jerry
Maguires' of our company and trying to
help their clients with publicity, some
media training and generating some
appearances for which they receive fees.
"I also handle corporate PR for
instances when we acquire other companies or events, sign new athletes, that
type of thing.
"It's pretty fun because it's sports and
travel and lots of high-profile events;' Abel
says. "But I do miss the creativity in writing .... I never really intended to get into
PR. It just fell into my lap here, and they
seem to think I'm good at it."
Abel's keeping his hand in writing,
however. The former Breeze sports editor
and Montpelier intern has written this
issue's sports copy on JMU's up-andcoming pro football players.
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Shannon Nicole Easley is a systems specialist
at Capital One Financial Services. She lives in
Richmond.

Brian Swisher received his master's in computer
science from Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore in August 1997. He is a consultant leading a
software development team for the U.S. Department of Justice.

Kari Burr Hanson runs her own graphic design
business based in Anchorage, Alaska. She designs
monthly publications for her biggest client,
Alaska Petroleum News Services. She also
designs Internet web sites. She and Al live near
Seoul, Korea.

Samuel Uzabel and Charis Graeser Uzabel ('93)
live in Orlando. Charis is a second-grade teacher
at Page Private School. Sam is a second-year resident at Orlando Regional Medical Center.

Christiane Neto Lourenco is a legal assistant at
the law firm of Hunton & Williams in Washing·
ton, D.C. She and Severin live in Laurel, Md.

Scott Williamson is an account administrator
for Response Media Products in Atlanta.

Ken Marcus is a senior hairstylist. He opened his
own salon in Dupont Circle in Washington, D.C.

Charles B. Young is conference services manager
at the Airlie Center in Warrenton, Va.

Amy Sabold Mendelsohn graduated magna cum
laude from The Dickinson School of Law of the
Pennsylvania State University. She is an associate
with the law firm of Duane, Morrie and
Heckscher LLP, in Harrisburg, Pa. She and Seth
live in Harrisburg.

After four years as a graphic designer for JMU
and Montpelier, Amy Galovic has moved to the
Jacksonville, Fla., area., where she and former
JMU student Robert Flores are looking for new
employment adventures.
Marni Penning and Jasson Minadakis are
founding members of the Cincinnati Shakespeare
Festival. Jasson is executive director, and Marni is
marketing director and an actress.
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manager of Wright, Robinson, et al,. a law firm in
Washington, D.C. He also teaches English as a
second language at Northern Virginia Community College in Alexandria.

Rhonda West Fatooh and Rich live in Franklin,
Va. She teaches computer applications to eighthgraders in Gates County, N.C.

Jeff Hicklin is a senior police officer in James
City County. He is a high school resource officer
in Williamsburg/James City County.
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Christopher Scott Shoup is a computer specialist for a government contractor.

CHARTER SCHOOLS
IDTERDRTIODRL
Aaron
Peebles
('92) went international
with his own concept
of charter schools.
Peebles went to
Poland through World
Teach, an organization
that places college
graduates in schools as teachers of conversational English. But during his second
year in Poland, he and several Polish colleagues started their own school. They
established an English-teaching organization "concentrating on offering nativespeaking American teachers who could
improve students' speaking skills;' he says.
In February 1994, the American Academy of English started out in two rooms
in downtown Katowice with an enrollment of 30 students. Today, the organization has grown to seven schools offering
three programs: Young Learners, General
English and Business English.
"As far as rewards from the work I do
here;' Peebles says, "it's very nice to see
students actually learn English and realize
that they know more than when they
started with us."
AAE employs several JMU graduates.
Joining Peebles are his brother, Jacob
('95), Sean Desmond ('95), Carrie
Desmond ('93), Eric Maier ('92) and
Keith Humphreys ('91). Since 1995, AAE
has been part of the JMU International
Internship Program.

1993
Vonya Philicia Alleyne is a human resource
manager with Pizza Hut Inc. in Irvine and
Corona, Calif. She and her daughters, Royal and
Jordan, live in Irvine.
Tricia Marie Smith Boles and David Andrew
Boles live in Hampton. Tricia is an engineering
analyst at Newport News Shipbuilding, and
David is operations maintenance flight commander in the U.S. Air Force.
Michelle Marie Brisson and her son, Nicholas, 4,
live in Philadelphia. She is a registered nurse in the
pediatric intensive care unit at the Children's Hospital of Philadelphia. She works in the same unit
with fellow alumnae, Lori Anne Magill ('94).

C. Bryan Kempton (M.Ed./'95) and Mary Stuart Boling Kempton ('94, M.A./'95) live in
Annapolis, Md. Bryan is a program director at
the University of Maryland at College Park.

Amy Bugenhagen Morrow and Chris Morrow
live in Birmingham, Ala. Amy is a research/
technical analyst for Vulcan Materials Co.
Chris is a programmer/analyst for American
Management Systems.
Beth Pugh is morning co-host of Kentucky Sunrise at WLEX-TV in Lexington, Ky.
Sharon Scott graduated from the Air Force Officer Training School and is a second lieutenant.
She moved to Pensacola, Fla., for Undergraduate
Navigation Training.
Toni Puckett Sheets is a third-grade teacher at
Clymore Elementary. She and her husband live in
Mount Sidney, Va.

Lysa Biederman Clayburn is a personal banker
for Norwest Bank in Minnesota. She and G.J.
have started their own theatrical company, The
Chameleon Theatre Circle.

Randy Stone is a water quality analyst in Vail,
Colo. He lives in Avon, Colo., where he enjoys
snowboarding eight months out of the year.

David L. Collins graduated from the University
of Virginia School of Law in May 1997 and is
serving a federal clerkship with U.S. District
Judge James C. Turk in Roanoke, Va.

David Scott Thomas and Becky Smith Thomas
live in Atlanta with their children, Dylan Scott, 10
months, and Madison Deanne, 2. David works
for the law firm of Powell, Goldstein, Frazer and
Murphy.

Carrie Desmond teaches second grade and
designs jewelry. She lives in Honolulu, Hawaii.
Marilynne Eder is a market research analyst for
the U.S. Department of Treasury's Savings Bonds
Marketing Office in Washington, D.C.
Chris Edmonds is an interior designer. He lives
in Arlington, Va.
Craig Hopp received his Ph.D. in medicinal
chemistry from Purdue University in December
1997. He is a postdoctoral fellow in the Natural
Products Discovery Group at Shaman Pharmaceuticals in San Francisco.
M.J. Carscallen Keatts and Michael Keatts live
in McLean, Va. M.J. is an editor at the Community Associations Institute, a nonprofit trade
association in Alexandria. Michael is an office

Elyse Schechter Wade and Bill live in Orlando, Fla.
She teaches first grade at Trinity Christian School.
Cynthia Lee Whitt Smith and C. Douglas Smith
live in Geneva, Switzerland, where Doug is a consultant for the World Council of Churches.
Gretchen Zimmerman lives in Brentwood,
Calif., where she is a cardiac unit nurse at the
UCLA Medical Center.

1994
Carrie Hartwell Berry is in a doctoral program
studying social work and psychology at the University of Michigan. She and Mel live in Ann Arbor.

Arnold E. Connor Jr. is a senior account executive with J.P. Atkinson & Associates in Vienna, Va.
He teaches management seminars at area universities and businesses.
Yolanda Darville is an assistant account executive with Gish, Sherwood & Friends, a public
relations firm in Nashville, Tenn.
Sandra Detwiler is assistant director for development at the Foundation for Physical Therapy
in Alexandria, Va. She lives in Arlington.
Christina Gibson Kaster graduated summa
cum laude with a master's degree in special education from George Mason University. She
teaches in Prince William County. She and Troy
live in Manassas.
Mary Stuart Boling Kempton (M.A./'95) and C.
Bryan Kempton ('93, M.Ed./'95) live in
Annapolis, Md. Mary is a school psychologist for
Anne Arundel County public schools.

Lt. Marci LaBrossiere, a Marine Corp lieutenant,
received the Navy and Marine Corps. Achievement Medal. She was recognized for her outstanding achievement while serving as coordinator at Navy Hospital, Marine Corps Air Ground
Combat Station, Twentynine Palms, Calif.
Barry D. Pearson and Suzanne Lakes Pearson
live in Winchester, Va., with their son Caleb
Austin, 2. Barry is a marketing assistant for
National Fruit Product Co. in Winchester.
Suzanne teaches early childhood special education in Clarke County.
Brendan M. Peter and Julie Rothermel Peter
('96) live in Alexandria, Va. Brendan received his
master's degree in English from Georgetown University and is a lobbyist for a trade association
based in Arlington. Julie is a nurse in the intensive
care unit at Alexandria Hospital.
Omair Rana is a financial analyst and assistant
manager with the Securities Services Division of
Citicorp in New York City.
Brandon J. Storms is a computer specialist for
the Department of Veterans Affairs.
D. Gregory Sturgill is a senior accountant for
Ernst & Young LLP in Washington, D.C.
Heather Williams Tuttle is a benefits and compensation administrator for a government contractor in Chantilly, Va. She and her husband live
in Manassas, Va.
Sandra Woodin Zagel and Brock live in
Orlando, where they work for Campus Crusade
for Christ, a ministry for college students.

1995
After a year and a half as a graphic designer for
)MU and Montpelier, Jean "Jaye" Singer Brumfield ('95) follows Jonathan Brumfield
('92/M.Ed. '95) to Charlotte, N.C.

Stephen J. Clemente and Corey L. Herd live in
Boone, N.C. Both completed their master's
degrees at Appalachian State University.
Michael Diiorio is a free-lance musician on
board cruise ships that are part of the Premier,
Princess and Norwegian Cruise Lines.
Joshua Espinoza is a physical therapist. He
directs a clinic for the Ocala Regional Medical
Center. He lives in Gainesville, Fla.
Jonathan B. Hamilton and Jennifer Watkins
Hamilton ('95) live in Manassas, Va., where Brad
works for American Type Culture Collection.
Robert Huff of Charlottesville, Va., is an assistant
manager at Domino's Pizza.

Marcia Carroll is Southern States Cooperative's
field auditor covering the central and northern
regions of Virginia. She audits their retail,
wholesale and petroleum units and lives in
Fredericksburg.
Kim A. Hellman is soccer program assistant for
the DC SCORES, a nonprofit soccer league and
creative writing workshop that serves 14 public
elementary schools in the Washington, D.C., area.
Kathleen Tesack Hoffman and David live in
Naples, Fla., with their son, Andrew David, 9
months.
Renee Wheelbarger Liskey is deputy treasurer
for the City of Harrisonburg. She and David have
a son, Brandon Andrew, 1.

Jason Kimrey is touring on the professional
rodeo circuit based in Abilene, Texas. He recently
won second place in the world championships.
Amy Higgins Knox is a pediatric registered
nurse at the University of Virginia Medical Center. She and Teroy live in Scottsville.
Chris Lagow is the manager/owner of a spa for
men in Newport, R.l.
Moira Leary is a network administrator for a
government contractor in Fairfax, Va.
Ebonee Montgomery is a membership and
meetings coordinator at the Council of Undergraduate Research in Washington, D.C.
Patty Morris received a master's degree in speechlanguage pathology from the University of Virginia in May 1997. She is a registered speech
pathologist at the Veteran's Hospital in Richmond.
W. Dana Nuon has formed LunaRay Studios, a
multimedia consulting firm based in Fairfax, Va.
The company has a web site on the Internet.
Jeffrey Wayne Oliver is a radio announcer for
WJYJ (JOY-FM), the Christian music station in
Fredericksburg.
Tara B. See is a paralegal/administrative assistant
at the Office of the Commonwealth's Attorney for
Harrisonburg/Rockingham County.
Craig Steger and Lori live in McLean, Va. He is a
convention services manager at a luxury hotel.
Gwendolyn Waddy received an A.A.S in culinary arts from Johnson and Wales University in
1997. She is a management trainee with Picadilly
Cafeteria in Chesapeake, Va.
Erick C. Wenk is an assistant manager with
Associated Financial Services in Richmond.

1998
Charity A. Barron is performing with the U.S.
Navy Band in Seattle. She is also involved with
the Seattle Flute Society and does private teaching.

TODAY'S FUTURE LEADERS
Ebony

Magazine

named Rhonda K.
Wilson ('94) one of
the "30 Young Leaders
of the Future" in its
December 1997 issue.
"It was truly an
honor and a surprise;' Wilson says.
"At the same time, it
was nice to be rewarded for what you are
trying to do."
Wilson is national director of ACT-SO,
the NAACP's Afro-Academic Cultural, Technological and Scientific Olympics Program.
It is "a program that strives to reward
and recognize young African-Americans
who excel in the humanities and in the
arts;' she explains. "We want to show students that success is not always judged by
how well they dribble a basketball. Success
can be found beyond sports and athletics:'
The community-based enrichment program focuses on high school students,
"raising their standard of excellence and
creating heroes of academic achievement:'
Wilson, who studied human communications and interned with Montpelier,
interned at the White House in the presidential personnel office. She started her
career on Capitol Hill as a legislative
assistant to U.S. Rep. Donald Payne and
then moved to ACT-SO, where she felt she
could help encourage future leaders.
"I saw this job as an opportunity to
impact young people, to impress upon
them the importance of academics;' she
says. And it's working: Ninety-eight percent of the students involved in ACT-SO
have gone on to college, she says.
Wilson is a youth ministry leader at
the Christian Life Church, a volunteer for
Hands On Baltimore and co-founder of
Sisters Triumphing Over Adversity With a
New Direction mentoring program.
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D. Todd Myrick is a marketing events coordinator for LT. Direct Inc., a high-tech trade show
company. He lives in Reston, Va.

Aaron M. Pritchett is a videographer and live
truck operator at WTKR-TV News Channel 3 in
Norfolk, Va.

Jeremy Allen Pulley won a national award at the
American Anthropological Association's annual
convention in Washington, D.C., for his presentation on early human structure. He won the prize
for the best student presenter for a poster presentation based on his research, "Sexual Dimorphism in Primate Pelvis: The Implication for
Astralopthecus afarensis:' He is studying anthropology at East Carolina University.

Justin Smith is the lead dancer in The Washington Ballet Company's performance of The Swynford Song.

$75,000; involved a precedent-setting 91 volunteer team members; and raised 716 senior
pledges of an average $121. Thirty-one percent of
seniors made a pledge. The class presented the
gift at commencement on May 9. Class members
may still pledge to the 1998 Senior Class Challenge by calling (540) 568-3174.

Max Surikov is a certified public accountant and
an associate with Coopers & Lybrand LLP's government consulting group in Fairfax, Va. He lives
in McLean.

WEDDINGS

Kris Fleshood Walker is a preschool teacher at
Brunswick Academy. She and Scott live on Lake
Gaston in Ebony, Va.

HUfflAD RIGHTS
ADD STAfflPEDIDG
HIPPOPOTAfflUSES

Kevin Walsh is a guest services purser with Royal
Caribbean Cruise Lines aboard the "Legend of
the Seas;' which sails between San Juan, Puerto
Rico and Acapulco, Mexico.

19 7B
Julia Rottier to Ayman Anwar, Sept. 11 , 1997.

19 B1
Betsy Bishop to Jim O'Connell, April 26, 1997.
Richard Bernard Woodrum to Lori Ridal, Sept.
27, 1997.

19B3
Kevin Hogan to Jennifer Zhang, Sept. 24, 1997.

1997
Cory D. Anderson and Jennifer Biondi Anderson live in Lynchburg, Va. Cory works at WDBJTV in Lynchburg.
Alicia D. Davis works for Kaiser Permanente in
health education.
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19B4
Joyce Embrey to Raymond Houpt, Aug. 23, 1997.

19 B6
Carol Elizabeth Bennett to Robert D. Anderson,
Oct. 25, 1997.
Michille Hyde to Robert Caples, Jan. 17, 1998.
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Elizabeth Mautner to Thomas Porter.

Shortly after graduation, Robin Gulick
{'97) jumped right into a life both exotic
and meaningful. Gulick moved to South
Africa, found a place to live with 11 roommates and began work for the Human
Rights Committee of South Africa at its
head offices in Johannesburg.
Gulick got the position through a volunteer program called Visions in Action and
chose it, she says, because it"was not affiliated with the government or any religion."
The anthropology graduate researches
human rights abuses and writes reports
for the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission headed by Anglican
Archbishop Desmond Tutu. Through her
research into abuses like intimidation,
stock theft, murder and gun running,
Gulick sees much of the ugly side of
human nature. The legacy of apartheid
still exists, she says, demonstrated in living
patterns and job opportunities.
Yet, she explains, day-to-day life in the
new emerging South Africa is a balance of
new opportunities and daily struggles for
its people.
In the midst of the political scene,
Gulick has had some personal adventures.
She has learned Zulu, traveled to Zimbabwe and Swaziland, escaped a hippopotamus stampede in Botswana, and
met Winnie Mandela-Madikizela.
"I try to take advantage of every opportunity that comes my way;' Gulick says.

Melanie W. Hooyenga is a graphic designer for
CompuCraft Inc. She is manager of the marketing department. She lives in Grand Rapids, Mich.

Jeannie Lamers to Barry Lewin, Sept. 14, 1997.

Renee Kingan teaches seventh-grade English and
U.S. history at Frost Middle School in Fairfax.

Traci Leigh Chance to Stephen Greer Wilkins,
Oct. 25, 1997.

Rene Kuykendall to Stephen Law, June 28, 1997.

19 B7

Michelle LoVuolo works in New York City at
ING Capital in asset-backed securities. She lives
in Hoboken, N.J., with fellow alumnae Karla
Esleeck and Debbie Babroski.

Linda A. Hansen to Lee Reynaud, June 14, 1997.
Sonya L. Yates to Harold D. White, Sept. 20, 1997.
Debbie Zenger! to David S. Prout, June 28, 1997.

19 BB

Jeffrey C. McKay is chief of staff to T. Dara Kaufmann of the Fairfax County Board of Supervisors. Jeffrey is a fellow at the Sorensen Institute of
Political Leadership.

Chris Zimmerman to Courtney A. O'Connor,
Jan. 3, 1998.

Greg Pons was selected to choreograph The
Washington Ballet Company's performance of
The Swynford Song.

Kim Fitzgerald to Antonio Lennon, Dec. 27,
1997.

Monika Rice to Lou Brenner Jr., April 1997.

19 B9

John Taylor is sports editor of the Fauquier Citizen in Warrenton, Va.

Renee J. Haynes to Scott Crawford, Aug. 17,
1997.

19 9D
Nancy Fabry to David Stuebner, Aug. 23, 1997.

1998
Andrew Lafiosca reports that the class of 1998
has raised $86,737 in pledges for its Senior Class
Challenge gift, which will be used to provide the
"seed money" to erect a statue of James Madison
on campus; fund a $40,000 endowment to the
reference section of Carrier Library; a $20,000
endowment to the Visiting Scholars Program;
and a $10,000 gift to plant a )MU flower garden
on the southbound side oflnterstate 81. The class
shattered its Senior Class Challenge goal of

Kellie Knight to Carey Falcone {'92), Aug. 2,
1997.
Ashley Small to Vic Dunn, Sept. 13, 1997.

19 91
Kimberly Shrewsburg to John Musgrove, July 5,
1997.
Shanon Wilson to Steven Lawson , Oct. 4, 1997.
Kasey Zachar to Mike Haas, May 1997.

1992
Jonathan Brumfield to Jean "Jaye" Singer ('95),
June 8, 1997.
Laura Dearing to Neal Cummings, May 31,
1997.
Christopher Donaghy to Laura Douglas, August
1997.
Susan Kimberly Garvey to W. Todd Saunders
('92),Sept.13, 1997.
Jessica Ann Muenzenmayer to R. Michael Donlan, June 28, 1997.
Tracy Rothschild to Mike Lynch ('92), Nov. 8,
1997.

1993
Karen M. Baker to Patrick O'Connor, Nov. 22,
1997.
Lysa Biederman to G.J. Clayburn, Oct. 18, 1997.
Bill McDonald to Kristie Styer, Nov. 8, 1997.
Toni Pukett to David Sheets, July 19, 1997.
Amy J. Sabold to Seth A. Mendelsohn, Aug. 23,
1997.

fUTdU DUUS
19 73
Mary Beverly-Kotek and Joseph adopted a son,
Matthias Joseph, July 4, 1997. He joins
Coreyanne, 6.

1981
Luanna Shearer Dusi and Dino, a son, Nathaniel
Shearer, Dec. 20, 1996. He joins Laura, 3.

Leslie Kitchin and Jack, a son, Hal Asher, Jan. 31,
1997.
Patricia Mooney Martineau and Michael, a son,
Blaise Joseph, Oct. 9, 1997.
Bonnie Smith Stephens and W. Scott ('84), a
daughter, Abby Coleen, Jan. 8, 1998.
Lori Sherman Uglietta and Thomas ('83), a son,
Brian Pat, Jan. 21, 1998. He joins Julia, 4- 1/2, and
Christina, 2-1 /2.
Kriss Middlestadt Wilson and Karen, a son,
Austin, Dec. 3, 1995.

Anne Mares O'Hanlon and Peter, a son, James
Daniel, Nov. 21, 1997. He joins Brian, Katie, and
Meaghan.
Jeffrey Ohman and Mary Jo, a daughter, Katherine Grace, May 7, 1997. She joins brother, Eric.

Kenneth L. Baker and Ann, a daughter, Cassidy
Mary,April 21, 1997. She joins Brittany, 7.

I 9 82

Susan Stevens Barnhart and George, a son,
Robert Daniel,Aug. 13, 1997.

Dawn Martin Brom and Mike, a daughter, Corey
Elizabeth, July 22, 1997.

19B3
Jonnie Fry Helfrich and Aaron, a daughter, Leah
Louise, Dec. 12, 1997. She joins Garrett Dean, 2.

19 84

Jeanne Ingberman Graulichb and Andrew, a
son, Benjamin William, Oct. 27, 1997. He joins
Mark,4.
Nancy MacDonald Gross and Mark, a daughter,
Abigail, March 25, 1997. She joins Mitchell, 3.

Elyse Schechter to Bill Wade ('90), March 29,
1997.
Tracie Marie Smith to David A. Bowles, July 19,
1997.
Cynthia Lee Whitt to C. Douglas Smith ('93),
July 19, 1997.

1994
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Mary Stuart Boling to C. Bryan Kempton ('93),
Oct.4, 1997.
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Rebekah B. Carriker to Ray E. Foster, Aug. 16,
1997.
Tina H. Fox to Cort Mendez, March 2, 1998.
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Christina Gibson to Troy Kaster, Nov. 22, 1997.
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Carrie Hartwell to Mel Berry, June 6, 1998.
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Rob Knapp to Heather Koch, Oct. 25, 1997.
Sandra Martello to Matthew Daw, Sept. 6, 1997.
Brendan M. Peter to Julie Rothermel ('96).
Julie Riley to E. Andrew Burcher, Aug. 9, 1997.
Sandra Woodin to Brock Zagel, March 8, 1997.

1995
Amelia Armendariz to Scott Moore, March 22,
1997.
John E. Clayton to Jennifer K. Flannery ('96),
Sept. 27, 1997.
Stephen J. Clemente to Corey L. Herd.
Amy Higgins to Teroy Knox, Oct. 12, 1996.
Kristen Marie Phillips to Bryan D. Wood, May
31, 1997.
Craig Steger to Lori Regier, Aug. 9, 1997.

19 96
Virginia Dangerfield to Rich Bostick, June 21,
1997.
Ronda Erdman to Lt. Kevin Wojcicki, Sept. 6,
1997.

19 97
Cory D. Anderson to Jennifer Biondi ('96), Dec.
13, 1997.
Amy Johnson to Ryan McDavitt ('97), Sept. 20,
1997.
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Oct. 15-18
This action-packed, fun-filled weekend will
include live entertainment, academic
receptions, reunion parties, tailgating,
football and a pre-game field festival blowout!
Homecoming Contacts

Hot Line: (540) 568-7919
E-mail: alumni_link@jmu.edu
Homepage:
www.jmu.edu/ alumni/ extreme98/
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Deborah Langfitt Hoover and John, a daughter,
Nicole Lauren, Oct. 16, 1997. She joins Amy, 5,
and Jesse, 3.
Diedre Moriarty Magro and Anthony, a daughter, Caitlin Barbara, Oct. 31, 1997.
Donna "Dusty" Grande Spann and Greg ('81),
a daughter, Shannon Joy, Oct. 27, 1997. She joins
Helen, 10, Lindsey, 9, Cassidy, 5 1/ , , and Sheila, 4.

19 85
Mria Forry Dangerfield and Michael, a son,
Blake Louis, Sept. 24, 1997.
Karen Anderson Fernbach and Don, a daughter,
Allison Marie, June 25, 1997.
Ellyn Slyder Heymann and Bruce, a daughter,
Rachel Marie, March 25, 1997.
Karin Tidquist Josephson and David, a son,
Graham Christopher, Oct.13, 1997.
Maria Lusick Pittarelli and Ben ('85}, a son,
Matthew Gregory, Feb. 27, 1997.
Cathy Cundiff Williams and Kin, a daughter,
Sarah Paige, July 10, 1997.
Ken Woodburn and Tammy, a daughter, Emily
Margaret, Dec. 31, 1997. She joins Susan and
Rebecca.

19 8 6
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Janie Craige Butler, a son, John Craige, May
1997.
Laura Niswander Conklin and William ('89}, a
son, Matthew Alan, Sept. 11, 1997.
Sarah Otto Deacon and Kip, a son, James Tucker,
Nov. 29, 1997. He joins Molly, 3.

E

Cheryl Emig Job and Victor, a son, Jonathan Victor, Jan. 29, 1998.

M

Kevin M. Shortall and May, a son, Joshua, Feb.
12, 1997.
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Victoria Stephens Stellitano and David, a son,
Logan Paul, Jan. 5, 1998.
Margaret "Marie" Hamilton Thomas and Nat
('87), a daughter, Sydney Marie, April 8, 1997.

19 87
Christine Stiefel Edwards and Donald, a daughter, Aili Marie, Sept. 17, 1997.
Maureen Venedam Farace and Patrick, a daughter, Maggie Audrey, Jan. 9, 1998. She joins big sister Emily.
Lisa Luther Shaw and Thom ('86}, a daughter,
Erin Kateri, June 24, 1997.
Patricia Taylor Watson and Richard, twins,
Richard Taylor and Jordan Elizabeth, April 14,
1997.

Susan Larkin and Pete, a son, Justin Peter, Oct.
14, 1997.

Russ Shaw and Suzzette, a daughter, Hailey
Noelle, Dec. 21, 1997.

Jill R. Shannon-Melia and James, a daughter,
Kathryn Marie, May 21, 1997. She joins Courtney, 5, and Meghan, 3.
Tracy Smithson Mozingo and Rich ('90}, a son,
Lucas Cannon, May 9, 1997.
Dona Fendler Rodgers and P. Kurt ('89}, twins,
Aberle Catherine and Morgan Dupe, in 1997.
They join Austin, 2.
Deborah Meekings Schmitz and Richard, a son,
Ryan Michael,Nov.21, 1997.

Thyra Jefferis Zengel, a daughter, Olivia Lyn,
March 21, 1997. She joins Emily, 3.

19 93
Suzanne Lakes Pearson and Barry ('94), a son,
Caleb Austin, March 8, 1996.
Becky Thomas and David ('93}, a son, Dylan
Scott, Oct. 15, 1997.
L. Duane Goodman Zook and Jerry, a daughter,
Raleigh Dara,April 18, 1997.

19 89

1994

Christine Bulman Daly and Chris, a son, Evan
Patrick, March 20, 1997. He joins big brother
Kyle.
Michelle "Shelley" Maneval Fisher and Paul
('89}, a daughter, Olivia Grace, Oct. 19, 1997.
Laura Bowling Mallory and Richard ('90}, a
daughter, Rachel Kathleen, Feb. 23, 1997.

Steven Agee and Kim, a son, Caleb Deel, Jan. 30,
1998.

19 95
Jennifer Oneal Cooper Graves and Pete, a
daughter, Lauren Oneal, Dec. 15, 1997.

19 96

Sara Howe Noble and David, a son, Clayton
John, Nov. 10, 1997. He joins future Duke Dallin
James,2.
Sarah Drinkwater Presgraves and Andrew, a
son, William McPherson, Nov. 11, 1997. He joins
Amanda, 4, and Samuel, 2.

Renee Wheelbarger Liskey and David, a son,
Brandon Andrew, July 22, 1997.

Candice Marie Borland Smithyman and Adam,
a daughter, Samantha Grace, Jan. 16, 1998. She
joins Alexandria and Nicolas, I.

IN MfMORIAM

199 D
Rebekah McDaniels Barton and Gray, a son,
Zachary Gray, June 19, 1997. He joins big sister,
Emily.
Beth Conner Fallon and John ('89}, a son, John
McGee Jr., on Nov. 25, 1997.
Justin J. Friedl and Karen, a daughter, Grace Lauren, Aug. 12, 1997. She joins Karenna Elise, 3.
Julie P. Sheils O'Kane and J.B, a daughter Christine Marie, Jan. 27, 1997. She joins Mary,4, and
Caitlin, 3.
Kelly Christie Ransom and Michael ('90}, a son,
Steven Michael, Nov. 28, 1997.
Michael Wagner and Laura, a daughter, Emma
Catherine, Dec. I 0, 1997.
Phyllis J. Patrick Walker and Ray, a son, Addison
Russell, Jan. 5, 1998.

19 91
Stacy Winkelman Carr and Chuck, a daughter,
Madison Taylor, Dec. 21, 1997. She joins
Jonathan, 2.

19 88

Karen Wenner Curran and Charles ('90}, a son,
Tyler James, Jan. 6, 1998.

Angie Ramey Baylor and Robert ('91), a daughter, Lauren Kate, Jan. 7, 1998.

David C. Marshall and Michelle, a daughter,
Katherine Elizabeth, Feb. 11, 1998.

Leslie Sparks Debellas and John, a daughter,
Brenna Victoria,Aug. 27, 1997.
Kelly Oles Felix and Chris ('87), a son, James
Christopher, Dec. 1, 1997.
Lisa Bentivegna Ferzoco and Mark, a son, David
Salvatore, June 30, 1997.
Karin Rebane Hencken and Eric ('88), a son,
Matthew Christian, Dec. 5, 1997. He joins Anja, 3.

Monica Cleary Sevila and William ('90}, a son,
William Austin, Dec. 23, 1997. He joins big sister,
Jane Claire.

19 92
Jennifer Gillespie Nguyen and Thong, a son,
Alexander Matthew,June 12, 1997.
Cathy Cook Riggs and David ('92), a daughter,
Mackenzie Lane, April 11, 1997.

Kathleen Tesack Hoffman and David, a son,
Andrew David, Nov.12, 1997.

19 3D
Elinor Sharpes of Scottsdale,Ariz., Feb. 13, 1997.

19 33
Enid Moss Beazley of Norfolk, June 3, 1997.

19 39
Inez Gum Foster ofNokesville, Oct. 15, 1997.

1948
Mary Peak Bassett of Raleigh, N.C., Jan . 28,
1998.
Clarence Thompson of Stuarts Draft, May 10,
1995.
Elizabeth "Betty" Thomas Williamson of Richmond, January 1995.

19 59
Winnifred Elizabeth Jones Doyel, Dec. 4, 1995.

1968
Mary Hanger Harris of Staunton, Oct. 8, 1997.

--

CONN E CTI D NS
UNIVERSITY INFORMATION
JMU Home Page: www.jmu.edu/

Explore the links. More pages are coming
online every day.

Tear out this guide and keep 1t
handy tn your phone book
DIVISION OF DEVELOPMENT
Make a difference. You can invest in
JMU's future by making a gift that benefits academic programs and scholarships.
Please contact the Division of University
Development for more information.
Phone:
[800] 296-6162
[540] 568-3196
Fax:
[540] 574-4076
E-mail:
henry2c1@
jmu.edu

JMU Travel Program. please call (540)
568-3193 or find us on the web at
www.jmu.edu/external/parents

FESTIVE OCCASIONS

News and Events:

www.jmu.edu/mediarel/releases.html
Main Campus Phone Number:

(540) 568-6211
Campus Activities lnfonnation:

(540) 568-6138
Admissions:

(540) 568-6147. Via the web, connect
from the JMU Home Page
Continuing Education: (540) 568-7088

ARTS AND LECTURES
Theater, dance, galleries. music and lectures Box Office (540) 568-7000
MATH AND SCIENCE
Life Science Museum. Mineralogy
Museum. Wells Planetarium and lectures:
Information (540) 568-3508
OFFICE OF PARENT AND
CONSTITUENT RELATIONS
Parents are part of the JMU community.
For information about Parents Weekend,
Parents Council. the arboretum and the

Homecoming 1998 • Oct. 16-17, 1998
Class Reunions for '93, '88, '73
• Oct. 16-18. 1998
Parents Weekend 1998 • Oct. 23-25. 1998
Winter Commencement • Dec. 18. 1998
Founders Day • March 17, 1999
Class Reunions for '39, '49, '54, '59
• April 9-10. 1999
Spring Commencement • May B. 1999

d
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THE SCH OOLm A'Am

DUKE CLUB OFFICE
[540] 568-6461
[540] 568-6420
E-mail:
richeyml@
jmu.edu
The Duke Club supports all JMU studentathletes as they strive for success in the
classroom and on the field of play.
Thousands of alumni. parents, friends and
businesses support these young men and
women by contributing to the Duke Club.
Phone:

Fax:

DUKES IN-DEPTH
JMU-6397
For scores and highlights (updated regularly)

Sports Hot Line: (540)
Home Page:

www.jmu.edu/sportsinfo/
Find news releases. team rosters. schedules.
results. ticket information, coaches'
biographies and e-mail addresses
E-mail: sports-info@
jmu.edu
For information and inquiries
Phone: (540) 568-6154
Sports Media Relations welcomes
inquiries. comments and suggestions.

JMU's quarterly university news and
human interest magazine reaches 70.000
alumni. parents. faculty and staff members,
friends. and donors. (540) 568-3191;
e-mail: montpelier@
jmu.edu and online
www.jmu.edu/external/mont

(540) 568-6234
(888) JMU-ALUM
Fax:
(540) 568-3494
E-mail:
alumni_link@jmu.edu
Home Page: www.jmu.edu/alumni/

The JMU Alumni Associarion supporrs
rhe universiry mission by providing alumni
w11h programs and acriviries !tke career
nerworking, alumni chaprers. reunions.
Homecoming and con11nu1ng educarion.

MONTPELIER

0 hu
3 an~

CAN HELP bring the faces. places

milestones of JMU's 90-year history

to Monrpelier's 70,000 readers .
If you have a JMU yearbook - and can bear to
part with it - you can help Monrpelierbuild its
research and resource library. We will acknowl-

JOIN THE ALUMNI ACTION
Address:

JMU Office of Alumni Relations
Chandler Hall. Suite 133.
MSC 0302
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

Phone:

Toll Free:

Gotta new job?

edge your gift by placing a bookplate with your
name and class year in each yearbook you donate.

To find out if you have a yearbook missing from
Monrpe!ter'scollection. call 1540) 568-3191.

The alumni office welcomes news for class notes that is
no more than a year old. Please send notice aher weddings
and births have occurred and aher degrees have been
completed. Is this a wedding notice? Did you remember to
include both spouses· names (including maiden), class years,
wedding date and hometown? Is this a birth announcement? Did you remember to include both parents' names,
class years, child's name, birth date and siblings' names?
Please anticipate that it will take approximately six months.
or two issues, for your class note to appear in Montpelier
We appreciate your patience.

you just get married?

Please submit your class note to the Office of Alumni Relations.

o . family?

Is there an addition to
''

\

Let your classmates know what's going on in y
Full Name (include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Class Yea r

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: home (

State _ __

ZIP _ _ __

work (

E-mail - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Spouse (include maiden) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - JMU Class Year _ _

CLASS NOTE
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T-GATE!

THE GREAT ALUMNI T ENT EVENT

CATCH THE DUKES ON THE ROAD THIS
SEASON AT THE GREAT ALUMNI TENT
EVENT. ENJOY EXCITING JMU FOOTBALL
AND CATCH UP WITH AREA ALUMNI AND
FRIENDS AS THE DUKES COME TO YOU!
Sept. 5 at University of Maryland
The Dukes take on the Terps on Labor Day Weekend
Game time: 6 p.m. Tailgate begins two hours prior to kickoff. $35 per person;
includes food, beverage and reserved game ticket ($15 if you already have a game ticket)

Oct. 3 at University of Richmond
Get ready to rumble. JMU Dukes return to Richmond to take on the Spiders in a
sure-to-be classic matchup. Game time: 1 p.m. Tailgate begins two hours prior to kickoff
$30 per person; includes food. beverage and reserved game ticket
($15 if you already have a game ticket)
Nov. 21 at University of Delaware
Cheer the Dukes on to victory as they venture into Blue Hen territory
Game time: Noon. Pre-game brunch begins two hours prior to kickoff at the
University of Delaware Ice Arena $30 per person; includes food, beverage and
reserved game ticket ($15 if you already have a game ticket)
To attend one or more of these Great Alumni Tent Events return the form on Page 8
at least two weeks prior to the event(s) you plan to attend. If you have questions.
contact the Office of Alumni Relations at (540) 568-6234.
Sponsored by 1he JMU AlumniAssocia1ion and JMU Duke Club

J/tfll
James Madison University
Division of University Development, MSC 8602
800 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

Address Service Requested
100247

Nonprofit Organization
U.S. POSTAGE PAID
Harrisonburg, Virginia
Permit No. 4

ALUMNI CHAPTERS CALENDAR OF EVENTS
AUGUST

N O V EMB ER.

SEPTEMBER

<&>

;#~

University of Richmond,
T-GATE !see Montpe/ierback cover and
Page 8 for RSVP form for further details)*

Richmond, Continuing Educa1ion Even!: Civil War Institute

Reunion Planning Committee for Classes
of '49, '59

Harrisonburg/ JMU,

Harrisonburg/JMU,

Xtreme Homecoming: The "M" Games '98

Student Tailgate

Harrisonburg/ JMU, Black

Harrisonburg/JMU,

Adopt-A-Highway

•

Fredericksburg, Madison
on rhe Move: Athletics Director Don Lemish

•
Planning Committee for Class of '54

MARCH
5-6, Harrisonburg Alumni
Board of Directors meeting

17, Tidewater; 18, Richmond
Philadelphia, Radio City
Music Hall Bus Trip

•

•

Metro Washington,
Career Nerworking Even!: "Making the
Change - Using the JMU Alumni Directory
and the On-line Community"

University of Delaware,

Crabfest '98 at Fort Belvoir's Castle Park

Harrisonburg/JMU, Reunion

Basketball Receptions: JMU at W&M/ ODU
Metro Washington Basketball Receptions JMU at GMU/AU

Alumni Chapter Wine and Cheese Reception

Alumni Board of Directors Retreat and Meeting

Metro Washington,
Madison on rhe Move: College of Business
Dean Robert Reid

JANUARY/FEBRUARY
Richmond Basketball RecepTidewater

Richmond, Professional
Oevelopmenr Seminac "Leadership Essentials for Changing Times." JMU Chief of
Staff Mark Warner

Tidewater, Continuing
Educa!ion Evenr: Civil War Institute
Metro Washington, AdoptA-Highway Service Project

LOOKING AHEAD ...

tions: JMU at UR/ VCU

t! " ' ~iit ••,
Roanoke, Madison on rhe

Move: Office of Admission Director
Roxie Shabazz

Charlotte, Madison on 1he

Harrisonburg/JMU,

Metro Washington,

•

Baltimore, Quarterly Meeting
at Mount Washington Tavern

Move: College of Integrated Science and
Technology Dean Jack Ramsey

Baltimore, Madison Masters:
Alumni Golf Tournament at Mount Pleasant Golf Course

Richmond, Holiday Party
Charlotte, Holiday Party

ur,u:.llu 11fw

University of Maryland,

Metro Washington,

TBA
TBA

i Pl I ... ,."'" 11 lllf

T-GATE !see Montpelierback cover and
Page 8 for RSVPform for further details)'

•

DECEMBER

T-GATE !see Monrpelierback cover and
Page 8 for R.S.V.P. form for further details)'
•
Philadelphia, Madison on rhe
Move: Athletics Director Don Lemish

TBA, Richmond,
Senior Alumni Luncheon

Baltimore, Career Nerwork1ng Event "Making the Change Using the JMU Alumni Directory and the
On-line Community"
*T-GATE: The Great Alumni Tent Event
Due to advanced planning of the above
listed events for publication purposes,
times, dates and locations are subject to
change. Please contact your chapter leader
or the JMU Office of Alumni Relations for
confirmation of event details.
Visit www.jmu.edu/alumni/ for more
information

Madison on rhe Move: College of
Business. Dean Robert Reid
New England Southern Spring
Fling with Virginia Schools

APRIL
10, Richmond
Strawberry Hill Races

9-10, Harrisonburg
Class Reunions for '34.'39.'44,
'49.'54.'59

TBA, Tidewater
Madison College Luncheon

MAY
8, Harrisonburg
Spring Commencement

CHAPTER

VOLUNTEER PROFILE
A CONNECTION AMONG PEOPLE THROUGH THE COMMON BOND OF JMU

ERIKA FREI HAGE ('93), FORMER NEW ENGLAND CHAPTER LEADER

BAND ALUMNI CONSTITUENCY
Surnnne Bartlett Noble ('84)
\7701565-3706 \HI
e-mail: chastuna@
ix.netcom.com

Triangle (Raleigh. Durham, Chapel Ht!!}
Beth Yates ('88)
\9191250-3147 IHI
e-mail: Eyates@
co.wake.nc.us

BLACK ALUMNI CHAPTER

PENNSYLVANIA

Rudy Jackson 1'90)
1804) 752-1066 IH)
e-mail: rjackson@rmc.edu

Phi/ade/phia/Tri-Srare
Cathy Byford Lilly 1'811
l215) 822-59371HI

Jon Offley ('89)
1410) 521 -2611 IH)
e-mail: joffley~classic.msn.com

VIRGINIA

BLUESTDNE CONSTITUENCY
Mary Spitzer Etter 1'34)
1540) 434-7122 IH)

FLORIDA
Sourhern
Kathy Adkins ('89)
1561) 852-9750 IHI
e-mail: kathy.adkins~guiness.com

GEORGIA:
Arlanra
Jim Murphy 1'89)
1404) 370-0357 IH)
e-mail: jmurp~mindspring.com

MARYLAND
Balrimore/Annapo/is
Brian Walsh ('89)
1410) 472-4566 IH)
e-mail: bdwalsh~lnc.com

METRO WASHINGTON
Bill Dunn 1'77)
1301) JMU-DUKE !HOT LINE)
1703) 878-3317 IHI
Chapter e-mail: metrodukes@juno.com

NEW ENGLAND
!Open)

NEW JERSEY/
NEW YORK METRO
Michelle LoVuolo ('97)
1212) 409- 1525 IW)

NORTH CAROLINA
Charloue
Beth A. Carline ('90)
1704) 372-3388 IH)
e-mail: carlineb~wentworthco.com

T HE N EW EN GLAND

ALUMN I CHAPTER IS
LOOKIN G FORA N EW
LEADER!

Blue Ridge (W,nchesrer and Fronr Royal}
Brett Haynes 1'881
1540) 869-5826 IH)
e-mail: brett_haynes~compuserve.com
Charlouesv1!/e
Joe Fix 1'85)
1804) 961-3395 iHOT LINE)
1804) 974- 1643 IHJ
Fredericksburg
Tim Jackson 1'85)
1540) 891 - 1957 IHJ
e-mail: timsam~erols.com
Grea1er Peninsula (Newporr News,
York/own and Williamsburg}
Scott Satchell 1'921
1757) 989-0240 IHI

Even 600 miles
away in Cambridge,
Mass., 1993 psychology graduate Erika Freihage's fondness for
JMU never waned. The
Harvard master's of education student joined other
Boston-area JMU alumni at Northeastern University
when the JMU football team rolled into town in
1993. Cheering on the Dukes. enjoying the postgame happy hour and sharing JMU memories with
other alumni created enough enthusiasm to establish the New England alumni chapter in 1994 with
Freihage as leader.
In the four years since, this former Miller Fellow.
Ms. Madison and Student Ambassador graduated
from Harvard with a specialty in administration, policy and social planning and became director of firstyear programs and coordinator of community service
at Boston's Wheelock College.
Her career now takes her to Southern California,
where she will become the coordinator of community services for the California State University System based in Los Angeles. which has 22 campuses.
While she looks forward to her role in encouraging
the faculty there to initiate service projects as pan

of their course curriculum. Freihage looks back
proudly and fondly on some of her chapter's highlights.
At the top of the list was the chapter tailgate at
the JMU at Boston University football game. where
the Dukes ended BU's 17-gamewinning streak. The
tailgate. she says, was the first substantial organized gathering of New England area alumni.
Another chapter milestone was its participation
in the first Virginia Schools Holiday Cocktail party,
which led to further collaborative opportunities with
those schools in the New England area.
Freihage is especially proud that her chapter
created a service project at the Boston Food Bank. a
step she considers significant both in strengthening
JMU ties among alumni but also in giving back to
their local community. Service projects. after all.
have been a mainstay in her life since her involvement in JMU's Community Service-Learning.
Leaving the now-familiar setting of Boston for a
new phase in her life is easier. she says, because her
chapter experience has shown her that the alumni
connection will follow her anywhere she goes.
"Chapters provide a great opportunity to network both professionally and personally.'' Freihage
says. They are "a connection among people through
the common bond of JMU."

Richmond
Anne Marie Strickler ('91)
1804) 915-7473 IHDT LINE)
1804) 354-8863 IHI
Roanoke
Beckie Fitzgerald 1'92)
1540) 774-3598 IH)
e-mail: beckie_fitz@yahoo.com
Susan Larkin
1540) 776-8006
e-mail: susan.larkin@wachovia.com
Shenandoah Valley (Hamsonburg,
S1aun1on, Waynesboro and lexingron}
Sheri Wescott 1'85)
1540) 434-8229 IH)
e-mail: sheri_wescott~merck.com
Tidewarer
Kenda Goldberg 1'951
1757) 539-5476 IH)

CAREER CENTER
Now, landing the perfect job is even easier for JMU graduates!

Where do the best ad execs. architects. artists and astrophysicists look for advancement? They log onto JMU's On-Line Alumni Community Career Center
- exclusively for Madison alumni - where great opportunities are posted.
If you're looking for a new job or have an opening you'd like to fill, start at the same place you gained your career skills. Our new Internet
service will help match qualified alumni with rewarding positions.
Our all-new, online career center is just one of the features of the Alumni Connections,. On-Line Community. This
community - our campus in cyberspace - helps you locate old friends in our On-Line Directory, continue your education
through our Distance Learning Program. get the latest news about our school and its activities via bulletin boards, as well as
network for jobs and look for candidates through the career center. It's all on the Internet. accessible only by JMU alumni from
our home page at www.jmu.edu/alumni/ via your personal password and User ID.
No matter how long ago you graduated or how far from campus you now live, you still remain an important pan of James
Madison University. Why not get back in touch?Visit our home page and/ or
watch your mail to learn how you can take advantage of the
Alumni Connections On-Line Community and the career
center. Follow the simple instructions and
you'll be ready to jump on the

the virtual career center - matching the
best people with the best jobs.

I

JMU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

A PUBLICATION OF THE

For more than 10 years, the annual Candlelighting Ceremony has been one of the most memorable traditions at James Madison University. The ceremony symbolizes the transition of the senior class from students to alumni. "The Candlelighting Ceremony, coupled with the annual Senior Celebration Party, allows the alumni association to welcome its newest members while rewarding them for a successful and memora ble JMU experience," says Geoff Polglase. executive director of the JMU Al umni Association. Looking back on the class of 1998 ca ndlelighting ceremony, valedictorian Nicole Steffey confirms, "The ceremony was a special experience; it was the first time I realized that next week I won't be a student. I have ha d a great four years he re at Madison. " The Candlelighting Cere mony was one of fi ve Senior Week events. These events also included the
Class of 1998 Bash, Senior Pig Roast. Faculty Appreciation Day and Senior Celebration.

COMING
JMU ALUMNI CHAPTERS ARE
We are pleased to provide you with the first issue of Alumni
Drive. This semian nual, comprehensive listing of JMUAlumni Association programs is your resource to year-round involvement with JMU.
In addition to our annual alumni tailgates and golf tournaments. you'll find a calendar of exciting programs for the fall. From
our first-ever seminar on the Civil War to experts in leadership and financial planni ng, we have prepared educational opportunities that meet the standards you have
come to expect from JMU.
You can also look forward to the news and personalities of the university jumping off the pages of Mompe/Jerand landing in your area from time to time. We've
developed Madison On the Move to show you firsthand how your alma mater continues to be one of the best undergraduate institutions in America.
We recognize that some of our meetings, events and classroom activities may
not meet your needs, so we have developed the Alumni Connections On-Line Community to take advantage of the tremendous advances in technology.
Finally, please join me in thanking your alumni board of directors. Through their
creativity we produced this publication and challenged ourselves to develop the quality programs we have today. Many thanks to Milton Kline 1'75) and Cathy Byford Lilly
1'80). who completed their terms of service on June 30. During their tenure. the
board, among many other accomplishments. completed its first strategic plan and
developed its Faculty Recognition Awards program.
Please share with us your ideas on how we can continue to challenge ourselves
to provide you with the JMU connection you deserve.
Go Dukes l

DIFFERENT!
In addition to the numerous social events that our chapters have made
famous. they also now offer career networking, professional development and educational opportunities. There are opportunities for everyone . Upcoming events will be divided into the fol lowing categories:

CAREER NETWORKING -

Here's an opportunity for

you to exchange career tips, help fellow alumni with their job searches
and maybe even land your own dream job.

CONTINUING EDUCATION - Come share your personal inte rests with JMU alumni and professors as they share their expertise on a variety of compelling subjects.

MADISON ON THE MOVE - University guests will be presenting JMU updates in your hometown. Find
out firsthand what new and exciting things are happening at your alma mater.

CONTINUING,,
EDUCATION
Civil War Institute:
"The Turning Point:
Cavalry at Chancellorsville and
Brandy Station" Civil War buffs
wanted! Come out and enjoy a lecture
about the Shenandoah Valley's experience
during the Civil War. Coming to Richmond
and Tidewater

MADISON ON
THE MOVE
Schedule to include:
College of Integrated Science and
Technology Dean Jack Ramsey
Athletics Director Don Lemish
College of Business Dean Robert Reid
Office of Admission Director Roxie Shabazz

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT - Workshops on leadership, financial management. time management

CAREER NETWORKING

and a host of other informative top ics will help you develop marketable skills for tomorrow's workplace.

"Making the Change~
- Using the JMU
· ·
Alumni Directory and
the On-line Community" Online

OTHERANNUAL EVENTS - JMU alumni chapters have a tremendous impact on their local communities
and the JMU family through various service projects and scholarship initiatives. There are many opportunities to be a part of
that impact by supporting your local chapter. Involve your family, make new friends and strengthen old friendships at the
numerous alumni chapter events such as: all-you-can-eat crab fest • golf tournaments • holiday parties • Broadway plays

Geoff Polglase ('85)
Director of Alumni Relations and
Executive Director of the JMU Alumni Association

ATTRACTIONS

• bowl-a-thons for charities • T-GATE at football games • trips to professional baseball games • and much, much more!

WE'LL SEE YOU THERE!

career center aims to bring qualified people
and great jobs together. Coming to
Baltimore and Metro Washington

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

(!J

"Leadership Essentials
for Changing Times"
Presented by JMU Chief of Staff
Mark Warner ('79/81)
Coming to Richmond

VISIT
Madison-Line at
Milton Kline ('75) and Cathy Byford Lilly ('80). who
completed their terms of service with the JMU Alumni Board of Directors.

these events.

